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Reciprocity in the Teacher7Pupil aid Peer Verbal

Interactions of'Behavior Disordered, LArning Disabled and
.

Regultr Education Students

The purpose of this study was to compare the 'interactions of

behavior.disOrdered (BD), levning disabled aD) and regular

education students, and to determine how (heir verbalizations°

influenced the ver(balizations of others (i.e., the reciprocal

nature-of intetections).. Fifteen student-S-fram'eachi'dfaqhostic

group (LD, BD, regular education) and their peers, teachers and

aides were Observed with a behavior observation instrument

designed to monito (a) the frequency of 14 target behaviors, (b)

the direction of the interaction (i.e., given to or received from)_,

and (c).the status of the party involved in the interaction (i.e.,

peer, teacher, aide).. The results indicated that BD and LD

students emitted significantly more negitive statements to teachers

than did regular education students. Teachers of BD students

emitted significantly more neutral statements to their students

than did LD aid regular teachers but the thre'e groups Of teachers

did not differ in positive and negative,statements directed to

students. The three groups of peers and BD and Lb aidesdid not

differ in positive, negative, and neutral -statements emitted with

the exception that LD aides emitted more positive statements to
\

their _students than BD aides, A correlational analysis indicated
P.

that peer-Student negative interactions were reciprocal:.. 'Neither

positive' or negative teacher-student interactions nor positive

peer- student interactions were reciprocal... First-order.conditional

ti



p babilities (i:e., the probabilityof a statement being followed.
.

6ya s- ected response) indicated that BD, LD, and regular students

revonded toyoth-ers in a similar manner. Likewise, the three groups

of teachers were similar in their responsep to studentS.

groups, positive, negative,'and neutral statement ere most likely

to berfollowea by the absence of a response or a neutral response.

The-results are discussed in-terms of their _implicationd for

educators and for future research.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Most c:lucators would agree that inadequate or.

/
,--

I

.,

inappropriate classroom verbal interactions can result in

serious student problems. Student or teacher interaction

Leficitscan hinder both interpersonal relationships and

academic achievement. However, in spiteof the importance

, of this area bf functioning, very,little research has been

conducted on possible deficits _in verbal interactions of
, -

special education st ens. While research in a variety. of
a

areas-reveals a good deal about deficits in the functioning
p

of ly disordered (BD) and learning disabled (LD)
.

children (Graub td, 1971; Kauffman, 1977; Nelson', 1971;
.

Patte?son, Reid, Jpnes, & Conger, 1975; Quay, 1979; ivay,

197.; Quay, 1975; Stone & Rowley, 1964; Tamkin,.1960) the

topi.0 of verbal interactions haS been relktively heglected.

,

Research whiCh haS).beeit conducted has either been praliminary

in nature, -as in the case of LD children (Bryan, Wheeler,

Felcan, & Heneck,...1976) or has focused primarily on family4
,

interaction pattprns (Hetherington 4 Markin., 1979)-.---Y g

.Investigations are also noticeably absent in the area of '
. 1

'special education teachers'- verbal interactions With their
-

students: ReseArch on family interactions suggests that

interactions tend to be reciprocal in nature in that positive

or megative responses of.a,person elicit similar positive or

negativexeSponSesfrop others 1979).

11
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However, research has hot been undertaken to determine if a
. i

similar phenomenons oAurs iri the
.

'classroom..-

,
.

,

..

.

For the most'part, preliminary studies'ef.ver.bal

`

,. - :,
. .

interactions of LD students have ex4m±ned
:

'peer interactions.a a

One, Such study, conducted by. 13=iran and Bryan (l078)j compared

'_the xierbalsPeer interactions. of 2\5 1,6 stdtents to 25 regular

(
F.

r
education students. Two obdervers_recorded.verbal

2

communications, with one observer recording statements made 12.z

th sv ubject while the other observer recorded Statements made

to the subject. The categories of verbal statements were: (l)

rejealion, (2) requests for materials and information, (3)

,self-image, (4)thelping/cooperation, (5) positive- reintOrcement7

. >-
social/consideration, (6) egocentric/self-comments, and (7)

,

reactivity, Statistical analysis revealed that LD stude nts

both emitted and received significantly more rejection..

. StateMents than the nondisabled comparison groups The'''two

, groups dSnot.diffei significantly on other categories of

verbal statements.

In a similar study (Bryan, Wheeler, Felcan & Heneck,

71976) the same observation procedures were use d; however-the

categories of verbal statements differed slightly. The eight

, categories of .verbal statements were: (1) rejection, (2)

infOrmaXion sOurce,.(3) self- image,, .(4) co9Aration, (5)

competition, 4-6) belpiig; (7) consideration, and (8);

intr(isiveness. The results indicated that the LD children

emitted significantly more competitive statements. A

elational analysis indicat ed that children who ask for

10,
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help,get it,; that children whO are cooperat±ye also render
,Th' .

`aidithat'rejection and competition elicit compebit ; arid '
,.-.

that making statements about oneself is related to eing

helpful toward ethers.

The limited research `on BD. children e s similar
.

:results. Raush, Farbman, and Llewe 4:rn'(196.0) compared the

verbal and nonverb"al behaviors of hyperaggressive'boys

receiving residential treatment to two groups of "normal"

controls. Sixteen categories of behavior were classified

into one of four categories.: friendly-dominant (e.g., teach,

.,eibffer hostile- dominant (eq., boast, refuse), friehdly-

passive .(e.5., cooperatetrilst)4 and host e-passive (e.g.,
.

'coMplain,,demand). Behavior was alSo rated as involved and

apprdpriate, involved and inappropriate, or uninvolv

St*de±stical anaaysis indicated the normal pontr be less

hostile-dominan, less hostile-passive, and mo e friendly-

dominant to p ers and adults.

This 1 rated research,suggeSts that verbal interactions

with peers is a probleM'forliboth LD and BD children. Yet,

the extent of the problem iS diffiCult:to determine from

these preliminary studies. Nor is there ariy indication of

how LD and BD students compare in their verbal interactions,
:c .

although such research might provide valuable information on

the need for Intervention and the need,t6 train teachers to

deal With verbAl interaction problems.'

Several researohers have inivestigated the reciprocal
r

nature of interactions, although none.of these studies have

13



1.

focused'on teacher-pupil-1:nteraction'(Rosenfield, 1967;

1968;'Charlegworth & Hartup, 1967; Strain & Timm,

1974; Strain4 Shores, &'Kerr, 1976). Reciprocity has been

defined by Patterson and Reid (1970) as " yadic interaction

in which person A and B reinforce each other at an equitable.

rate"(p. '134). The phenomenon'has been observed in family

interaCtions/with both.positivend negative behaviors

(Alexander, 1973). Alexander found that defensive behavior
(

on the part of one person tended to elicit defensive behavior

from others. ThiS phenomenon is very similar to the "spiraling

of aggression" observed'by.Batterson (19761. According to

this position, deviant children both r ide in, and contribute

to, an aggressive system, in that they ---th give and receive

increasing amounts of aversive stimuli. Aversive interactions

tend to elicit a continuing increase in future aversive

interactions.
4.

In studying facial and gestural expressions, Rosenfield

(1967) found that the expressions of one person greatly

influence the interactive behavior of'another. Spdcifically,

the results revealed that rates of nonverbal approva for two

unacquainted peers were significantly correlated., Likewise,

both Pruitt (1968) and Charlesorzh and Hartup (1967) .obserVed

that those who emit positive responses towards others will

rQeiVe asimilar number of positive'responses from otters.

Finally; Strain 'and Timm (1976) and Strain, Shores, anderr

(1976) demonstrated that increasing the positive s'ocial_

behavior of, a"target subject would result in concomitant

incre'ase in.-Positive social behaVior by peers.



Based on previous research, it seems reaibnable to

hypothesize that teachers and pupils will respond to .

verbalization in a, reciprocal manner. Since exceptional

-students often interact in disrilptive and inappropriate ways,
0,

reciprocal teacher interactidnScould interfere with the

goals of intervention. :It is very likely that aversive

students might tend to elicit aversive" interactions from

teachers, resulting in a spiraling of negative dnteractions.

Such an event might'render the teact&. less effective and"'

would also make the classroom an aversive environment,,

thereby affecting the entire population o die classroom.

For these reasons, the nature of teacher-student interactions

needsco be investigated to determine the extent of recipi-ocal
-

interactions, the need for intervention and teacher educlion,

and pOssible strategies for producing suitable change,

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to compare teacher - pupil.

AP
and peer verbal interactions of BD, LD,and regular education

students. This. study specifically investigated the frequency,

type (e.g., positive or negative), and the reciprocal nature

of verbal interactions to determine the verbal interaction

characteristics of teachers and pupils, the possible etiology

of poor interactive behavior, and poSsible areas-for inter-

vention.'



CHAPTER II

REVIEVI.oF. THE LITERATURE:I'

,

This section wi,11.sutvey e literatdre related to the

,
verbal interaction's of behavior disordered (BD, learning

disabled (LD) , and' regular tiducation students with ,teachers

and peers. Specifically, the topics to be covered are (a)
, *\.

the historyhistory of measuring classrOom behavior by systeMatiic

observation, (b) family intetaptidths, (c) iteacher.--pupil

interaotionsOdY peer intOradtions, and (e) the reciprocal

nature of social interactions4

History of Measuring Classroom Behavior

by Systematic'Observation

According to Medley and Mitzel. (1963)>) the earliest

studies to employ systematic observation for measuring

classroom behaviot were attempts at meburing pupil

participation as part of supervisot_ratings of teacher

performanCe. 'In 1914, Horn (cited in Medley & Mitzel, 1963)

ptdposed a simple procedure for this purpose whereby a circle
t

,was 'recorded in the, appropriate space on a seating'chart for

each teacher's request to recite, while a square was recorded
. .

'each time a pupil responded. This early study, although.
simple"by today's standards, was important in stimulating

IIIrther research of. this type and leading to the development

more complex observation procedures.

Teacheffectiveness

Fdllowing an elaboration* pupil participation

6
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observation, attention was turned toward measuring effective :

teacher behavior by attempting toidentify patterns'bf

behavior,which diq_tinguished effective from ineffective'

teachers. Ins one such study, Jayne (1945) s'iected 11 items

from an original sample of l4 items and combined them into
"a.

.

- scales which were used to correlate classroom behavior wth
.

teacher effectiveness. An exampl6 of one of theSe scales,
.

.

the Index of Meaningful Discussion, cO'ntained the following_
---,c

seten items.

1. Percent.of fact questions on unprepared

material

2.
,(=

Percent of thought,qyestions on unprepared
s

6' 7

material

'Percent of thought questions ,dealing-with

lotal situations

4. Number of participations growing out of

tpontaneous46upil discussion

5. Number of teacher explanations

6. Number of times teac ipresented factual

information

. Number of times teacher raised a question

as to correctness of a pupil response

Jayne (1945) concluded that although none of the specific

items correlated with effectivene5s of teaching, it was

'possible to combine the items into scales which' correlated

wjth effective outcqmes.

-In terms of classroom behavior, "classroom climate"

..z
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0
a

-e.

(Medley & Mitzel, 1963) has historically received th't most

attention from usersiof direct observation, while al o being

the area in which observa,tion has been applied most

suFcessfully. 'Thus, social pd7chologists took an early

interest in classrobm behavior and pupil interactions 'with
I

both peers and teachers. This line of research can bet'

categorized into three types: (a) observations of a single

Child and plotting movements'on.a floor plan of the nursery-

school classroom, (b) recording ,every incident or physical
.

,
contact made }y a child; and (c) stenographic records of a.

- .

,

..._

child's vocalizations as' well as everything said to thd
%

li

,,a a

chil in an effort to Ntain indices of the degree to which

t
\...,

the-, hild'addr essed his/her attention to others, self, and
.

,

matel-ia1 objects'.

The next general area of research focused on-teacher

contacts with children. Pu:il behavior was to detect'

,the effects of teacher behavior on pupils. AClasstoom

climate WaS defined in dimension's Of'direct versus.indirect

influence, teacher centered Versus learner centered, or

dominative versus integrative. Flanders (1970) deloped
7

one of the most sophisticated procedures for observing

climate. This research will be discussed in a later'section:

During the 1950's, researchers became involved
0

measuring multiple dimensions of classroombehavior by

focusing on both effective teacher behaviOrs and social

interactions. One of the most'widely used measures at this

time was the Observation Schedule and Record U)ScAR) developed

/



by ledley, Schke ,S, Ames (1968). OScAR was designed to
) i

.t

provid quantitative data regardirtbehaViors of,be ning.
. (
e teachers, so that ,their behaviors cOuld be Corkela ed with a

. ;*-
,

t
.

,

number of other. variables. The OScAR technique req et the
.

,

4

coder to obArve the,clasroom environment for 30-mi ute

periods in sequences of 5-minute intervIls? Verbal b haviors

are code q as "statements" and "interchanges." "Stat4ments4

are verbal behaviors that do'not elicit a response, while
2-1.

"interchanges" are those interactions between t cher and,

püpil which are initiated with a question. Thus,) an

interchange contains threce parts: (a) an entry que4tiPon,

which is coded as divergent, convergent, or elaborating;

(b) .a pupil response; and (ç) 'a teacher evaluation, which is

coded as supportive, apprn-- '--d, neut*lly rejected,

accepted, or not evaluated. The OScAR procedure also includes

several procedures for evaluating teachers' procedui-al and

managerial behaviors.

Applied Behavior Analysis

With the advent of social learning theory and applied

behavior analysis, systematic observation in the cla rdom

became increasingly commOn:and, consequentl,y, the number of

studies employing lyttematic observation grew rapidly. .

Hallahan and Kauffman (1976') summed up, the value of applied

behavior analysis,:

tk.

a
'One. of the most important"featuies of applied
behavior analysis, and possibly. its greatest
contribution to education, is direct, continuous,
and precise measurement of behavior. Excellent
teachers have for many years known and used

t I j
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10

effective instructional techniques With
exceptional children. It is only recently,
however, that children's behavior and the
effects of teaching methods have been
measured in such a tgay t1-at truly adequate
evaluation of educational methodology is.
possible'(p. 58).

A'numbeX of methods exist for recording behaVior.

Suizer-Azaroff and Mayer (1977) reported the following two
-

general types of techniques: (a) measures- of behaviors which

proddbe a permanent product, and (b) measures of behaviors

whiCh are transitory in nature.. Measures

product require that the. behavior leave physical evidence:in

t1C6 form of an-enduring proanCt, 'nch as wrii en assignments,

dressing ah..,1 completed chores.

ansitory events, on the other hand,_are'more difficult

to mea re because they do not leave petmanent products.

Three procedures may be used to measure transitoryevents.-

The first of these'is eventeprecordipg, which consists,of

counting,thenumber of times a behavior occurs within a

specific tir period (e.g., counting the number of times a

student re Uests help from a teach' in a 20-minute reading

period). Duration redording, a second trapsitoryimeasurement

procedure, requites that the observer monitor the length of
is*

time a behavior occurs within a specific period of time.

Thus,. duration recording might be an 'appropriate procedure

c,

for monitoring the amount of time a student is on-task during-

a math period. The final procedure, interval recording,

4specifies that the observation period be dived into a

number of short time intervals.. Behavior is -then recorded in

(



one of three ways. With a momentary time-sampling system,

° behavior is recordedassaccurring or not occurring the moment'
. i

the interval ends.. Using whole- interval time-sampling,.the -,

e
response must be emitted throughout the interval for its

.

presence to be scored. Finally, partial- interval time-sampling.

systems require Observation of only a single occurrence of the

responbe within the interval for a beh,7 to*biscore4

One of the moFf guer applications of the

above pi...cL-suures is teacher olhervatiOn and recording of an
4

individual'student's behavior.' Thompson, Iwat5Ad Poynter

(1979) provided an example of this practice in a study

designed to modify the pathological tongue thrust 'of a ten -year-

old
4.*

sever.elyretarded boy. A partial-interval,obServiation

system'.was 'used throughout the study to assess 6-i-inges in our
-Aft!

. target behaviors: tongue out, food expulsion, chewing, and'
, 4 4,.,

pushback. , Continuous 10-second intervals :were divided into

7.57tecond observation periods followed by 2.5-second recording

periods. In addition to the interval data, an observer

measured the grams of. fpod expelled during,jach meal.

'In addition to assessing student behavior, observation

procedures can be employed to measure teacher behavior as

demoAtrated in a study,by Hall Lundy and Jackson (1968).

These authors investigatedthe effects of contingent teacher
J

attention on the study behavior of six elementary-age student

fi

who had high rates' of disruptiVe behaviOr. Three behaviors

were defined and observed: study behavior, teacher verbalization,

and teacher presence "within a 3 -foot proximity of the student.

`a-
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I

4

et 12

,
. q

A partial-interval observation system with 10-second intervals"

was used to simultaneously record the behaviors of the teacheri,
, ,. if

and the st ents.

Self Mond.toring
A

Self-Mnitoring is another procedure which has enjoyed

incread classroom popularity as indicated In a review of the

literature by Rosenbaum and Di.abman- (1979). A main csplicern of -
;

these studies has been the development of procedureS for

assuring, high levels of accuracy in self-reborded target

behaviors., Such procedureShaltioconsisted of awarding students

bonus points for matching o being within a,Specified range of ,

an external agent's records and penalizing them fbr being

be'ond that"range. Althodgh these procedures have resulted in
A

high. reliability levels for sell-obselved behaviors, RobAbaum
A

and arabman concluded that further assessment of acdurate-
-

versusinaccurate self-recording is needed to.determine.°

. _

if .any, situations require training for reliable self-recOrding.

Also of note was the finding that self-tedording appears to

haVe either desirable effects or no. effect on target behaviors.
t

Furthermore, self-recording does not neeclItO be. accurate to,

produce desirable changes in the target behaviors (Rosenbaum'&

DrabMan,.1979).

Group Observation
6

Several systematic observation'procedures enable monitoring

of multiple behaviors or groups of students Werry and Quay

(1969) developed one such procedure which uses a partial-

interval observation techniqUe to monitor 12 operationally-,

22
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V°

defined classroom behaviors (e.g., on 'tat, but of seat,

-___

vocalization, poSit've child-initiated contact'i Shd

daydreaming). The recorder observes one child at a time fot

total of 2C minutes." Behayiors are observed for 20- second
'c

periods and then recorded during the subsequent 10-Second

interval:

Groups of students might Also" be evaluated-by the use of4-74":7--

spotcheck methods. The Pranne"trActoi.ity,Check (PLA-Check) is

sucks a me'thr deSigne4 to gauge the participation of groups

or individuals in training'activities (Doke & Aisley,'1972).

\-
This measure inviRkOp counting the number'of students Whoare

involved. at certain intervals of time.

FollexaMple, PLA-Cpeck might involve counting, at ondminute

intervals.,the number,Of students appropriately using a

. rT
selected material. Doge (1976) reported that the data

generated by this proOedure may be used to identify time
,

during activities when participation levels drop so that

those uninteresting segmipts of. the activity might be

modified. The data might also be used to obtain i4lividual

participation levels or attention to task.

Situational Determinants of Behavior

The procedures discussed *us far have been designed .to

allow for the systematic observation of specific target

behaviors. Another observational technique, mhich-also has

its roots in applied behavior analysis, involves analysis of

streams of behavior to assist in identifying situational

determinants of a child's behavior. The procedure is

.



1.esigned provide infdrmatj,on necessary to functionally
. ).

,
a na 1y.,

,

ze a s tud e n t's beh avior by focus, jng on" t:he antecedent

4 ,.

stimulugs events, .the studerit's.resyonses, and the'Consequent

soc4 al events.
&

This, "three-termcontingency" procedure, which has been 1 ''t

6 ,
, .

. ....

.

descrijbed in e ail by.Gelfand and-Hartmann (1975) regtires

.-stilat the obsery r divide an observatioal.sheet into three

.

ecen
,

columns: atdent,.respOnsip), and cosequence.. The observer
1. . . #

then records-, under the appropriate Column, the -yerbal,and
1 --.. -

,nonverbal'behaviors directed to and eritifted by the,target
,

student. s An example of the procedure
-4

Antecedent

John ays,
"Mar come
here.r:

Resrnse

Mar. runs John hugs
to John. Mary.

might be:

Consequence

Abbreviations and shorthand are used to simplify recording

behavior.

Summary

:by

Over a 65-year period, systematic claSsroom observation,

has ipecome increasingly elaborate and scientific primarily as

.aregult of the impact of applied behavior analysis. Both

the earl studies and the later studies.cited here wereiv

concerne with the effectiyeness of teacher behavior

however, whereas early studies'fodused On_observing teacher
, .

behavior, later investigationd'-focused on changes in student

behavior as a4Tunction of-teacher intervention,. In addition,

the reliability or accuracy of observational data was of

gre'Ster concern in later studies.' However, the-p'rbblems

t.
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related to observational la.are far from'resolyed, .

.-
evidenced in an article.blijohnSori andipolstad'(1573). whiCh

.addressed m6tho4logical issues and-proalems'rilyolved in
.4

naturalistic' observation. But-as a.growing number of

researchers turn their attention to, the problems.of observer 0

bias, observer reactiVity,.,and validity of observational

data, systematic observation methodology will cont'inue to be

improved and refined. '

Family Interactions

The literature on social interactions is inundated'W$th .

'observational. Studies of family interactions. A'sampling,of

. ,:')_ .-
the more :recent, of-these investigations will: be reviewed in

07;

the following section. Many of thesestUdies. focuson

faMilies with emotiollptly,disturbed childrep4 but studies
.

also.examine interactions of families. with learning disabled,.

mentally retarded, and norml children.-

Behavior-Recording Procedures f

Obtaining observational data in studies of parent - child,,

interactions can be carried out in a number of Ways depending

on one's preferences (Lytton; 1911). One procedure involves

.4e,1

rating behavior after the observation period. Generally,

this type of rating is conducted on glohalcharacteristics

such as anger. Another procedure is a ,narrative style

summary, which en,ails writing.a summary,ofthe interaction
of .

that was observe -d. A third procedure consists of precoded,

,behavior categories froM which specific behaViots Are-

seirece'd for observation prior. to the observAtion'periOd..-A

20-



fourth teChnique, selecti narrative records, involVeS .

recording only selected aspectS of an interaction, such as
. .

attempts to influence others,,and then writing a narrative -

desc etion about that particular aspect, following the
/

ob:_,ervaltion period. A' fifth procedure consist's .s ng a,u
.

specimen rXord. This ten chnique, which has been usel
. .

. .extensively by Barker and Wright. (1955),,requires. writitvq..

dukins:x.the observation period a detailed description of

fy,etrery44" g observed.

.r 4;3' * Effect

X of the .above proc,dures has its own advantages. and
4 ,..

-9/e.
..luisaa '-tages, and none of them are free from problems. One, ,,...,

of

bimm9,,problem in most observational procedures is the effect
, .

of the Zeigiob,'Arnold, and Forehand'(1975) noted

4- yoserver does have aneffect on parent-child

4211tttrractiions. Twelve-mother-child pairs, were observed in n-a

laboratory setting.under informed and uninformed conditions.

In the- uninformedconditfOn, the mother-Child, pairs were

'.told to wait in the waiting room while' the experimenter
,

waiting
l' Checked. n-'the availability of a room. While' the pair waited

,.-
, -

.

tci3O=Minutes, their interactionswere observed.: After the

- minutes, the pair, was taken to a labora,ory,ipla room, for
..,.

. . -

informedObservation. Here
-

the experimenter exolainfd. that

_ the purpose of the study was to examine how children, play in

Ii ,

the pres6nce
f
D ao an adult and that the mother could do as she

wished with her child. A counterbalance group was,exposecIto
. ..., .

-One same conditions in reverse order. Six categories of
0

4

2
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0. playing, positive- verbal interaction,, negative-verbal
- . -

maternal behavidi were.observed: out of contact with child,
4

Ainteraction, structuring,-and helping. Results indicated
40-

'that, during informed as opposed to uni.nformed observations-,
e

mothers played with their children pore, were more 'positive

in their verbal behavior, and structured their children's

activities more. ZeigicA et-al. (1975) noted that these

results were in agreement with previous research indicating

that informed observations increase positive behaviors.

-,Since most of the;curreh'e literature was carried out wider

,informed consent conditions, consideration should be given

to the possible effect of the observer.

Interactions in Normal Fatnilies
a

Johnson, Wahl, Martin, and Johansson (1973) studied the

family interactions of 33 normal famid,ies in order to ..t

determine the-extent of deviancy in nonexceptional.children.

The,Study employed an observational coding system which

utilized 35 distinct behavior categories,t6 record all the

17

r behaVdors.of the target child and all' the behaNaors of other,

family.members who interacted with the child. The results

indicated that over 96% of the av rage child's behaviors

were nondeviant and that even the most deviant child' in-the

sample disPlayed appropriatebehavior88% of the time.

''f'ind'ings: also' showed that deviant hildren received more

active' re onding than did less deviant ,children.'_ These.

results_support notions abpilt reciprocity in social

interactions as well as coercive interaltion. That is, the

. ,
A
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deviant child is seen to more frequently engage in deviant

behavior, and, in turn, receives more negative consequences.

In a study using almost identical procedures, Wahl,
.

son,, and Martin (1974).found similar results.
/ . ......

ies were found to respond male positively to
r

Johnson,

Although fa

nondeviant behavior: than they did to:deviant behavior, and

more negatively_to deviant,than.to nondeviant behavior,

4
families were more positive than negative, regardless of a

child's preceding behavior.--Parents Were significantly

More likely' to respond to devfant behavior in a positive

mann

et al., 1973),

18

r than were, siblings. As in the-previous study (Johnson

results were consistent with theories of

reciprocity in that positive behaviors yielded positive

consequences, while negative behaviors yielded negative

consequences. ,,,

;;.
)1.

.14 an effOrt to- investigate' infant preferences for

interaction with Mother versus father; and to investigate

similarities and differences in maternal and paternal'

-behavior, Belsky (1979) obseli d 40 middle-class families

with infants 15 months of age. ObserVations were conducted
ti

in the parent's homes on 'two sep!arateweekends for two -ho rs

each day. The results revealed more similarities than

differences in.maternal versus paternal behavior. Parents

Showed a.slight preferenc'ejor interacting With same -sex

children, and both parents showed more .aCtive,prentingwhen
0

alone with -their child th-anWhen'in the-presenc4 of the

spouse.



Interactions in Families with Disturbed Children

Interactions of families. with emotionarlir disturbed.

children have also been investigated. Beakel:and Mehrabian

(1969) tested the hypothesis that incongruity between verbal

and nonyerbal components of parental messages contributes to .

pathology. To this 'end, the interactions of two groups of

fhmilles with adolescents exhibiting two degrees of

psychopathology were observed and video taped. The results

did not support the above hypothesis. However, results'aid

suggest that parents of more disturbed adolescents'verbally,

communicated more negative attitudes toward the adolescents(

than did parents of less disturbed adolescents.

A major concern within the area of family interact4hs

has been the power structure within families. Alkire,(19.69).4,

designed a study to assess social power and communicatiOnp

within families of disturbed and nondisturbed preadOldSC' es
Ls

As part of the study, disturbed and nondisturbed families-- :(

were required to describe novel graphic designs over a

network of telephones. Through a process of asking questions.

and receiving further information, two listening members of

the family made` individual guesses as to the design being
4P

transmitted.. Over-all,, there'was evidenceteof role reversals

in disturbed families In that mothers in the disturbed

families behaved like,the fathers in the normal families,, and

7
fathers in the disturbed-families were more like the Mothe-rs

in normal fami1ies.

Another study on power relations in emotionally, disturbed
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families was conducted by Schuham (1170). Fourteen normal-
.

and fourteen disturbed families, matched on ten variables;

ware asked4o reach a decision on four problem situations
1

about which they had nitially disagreed, Results suggested

that disturbed famil es were impaired in their abi ]4ty to

reach group decisions- Family members were found to be

relatively equal in terms of frequency of decisions "won"

and amount of support received, and-to be impaired in

coalition formation. Alsd, these families were characterized

by weak parental, relationships. lionhandicapped families, on

the other hand, were able to form coalitions and reach

mutually acceptable solutions. Furthermore, a clear powe

structure emerged in which the father was ascendary, the

mother ranked second, while the child was last.

Murrell and Stachowiak (1967) studied power, consistency,,

and rigidity in the interactions of clinic (i.e., receiving

psychiatric treatment) and nonclinic families. The pattern

cf "who talks to whom" was studied in 22 families as they

interacted on four tasks. The tasks included (1)4blarining a

family activity, (2) answering aseries of 11 questions, (3)

making up stories to TAT cards, and (4) writing as many

adjectivies or descriptive phrases as they could which would

describe their family. Results revealed that the patterns

toof "who talks to whom" ghly stable for families in

different situations ove time. The leadership'patterns oflr

the tit() groups of families differed in that parents of

nonclinic families exerted more Influence than did parents
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of clinic families; in clinic families older children ad
.

more influence than their counterparts in nonclihic families.

To determine any, pattJrns of day-to-day interactions'

that di.stinguished abusive and neglectful families-from

families with no known histOry of abuse or neglect,: Burgess

and.Conger (1978) collected observational data in the `rimes.

of 17 abusiNie, 17 neglectful, and 19 cOn.trol families: The-

results indicated that overall, abusive. and neglectful

parents demonstrated lower rates of interaction and were

more likely to emphasize the negative in their relationshipS

with their children. No significant differences were found

in the behavior of the children in the three groups.

Although pa7nts in the two experimental groups'differed

from controls in their interactions with children, rates of

,interaction between spouses did'not differ betWgen groups.

The difficulties of drawing any clearcut conclusions

from the myriad of results from family- interaction studies

is emphasized in Jacob's (1975) comprehensive review of

family interactions in disturbed and normal families. A

total of 75-direct-observation studies comparing family

interIctions in schizophrenic, disturbed nonschizophrenic,
and normal families were systematically evaluated in this

c

review, In one area, dominance,0 17-comparisons were made

_between schiZO'phrenic and normal families. Of thoie 17

comparisons,.7 revealed an absence of difference between the

two groups of families, 5 comparisons 'were inconclusive, 1
e

comparison suggested that,fathers-in schizophrenic families

3.

a
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were more dominant than normal fathers, while 4 comparisons

.indilated that normal fathers wire more dominant tWan fathers

in schizophrenip and nonschizophrenie disturbed families, and

mothrs in schizophrenic families and ldren in normal

families were more dominant than their' counterparts- In the

area of conflict, affect, and communication - clarity similar

ccinflicting results occurred in comparisons oT schizophrenic

and normal families and nonschizophrenic disturbed and normal

families. These conflicting results led Jacob q1975) to

conclude:

It would appear family interaction studies,
although based on a potentially sound
methodological strategy, have not yet
isolated family patterns that reliably
differentiate disturbed from normal groups
...Specifically, many of the observed
inconsistencies across family interaction
studies may be a function of differences in
(1) diagnostic status of experimental
groups, (2) measurement techniques, (3)

data analysis procedures, and (4) demo-
graphic characteristics of family groups
(p. 56).

Another extensivereview of the literature on family

11,

interactions. in families with emotionally disturbed children

can be found in Hetherington and Martin (1979). The review

discusses methods for-assessing interactions and family

interaction patterns among families with children displaying

various classifications of psychopathology (i.e., conduct-

disorder, delinquency,' psychosOmatic disorders, AO anxiety-

''withdrawal disorders).. I

Interaction in Families with Children-of Other Exceptionalities

Studies have also investigatpd mother-child interactions

a
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in families with mentally retarded and high risk preschoolers.

A comparison of youngei (12 .to 27,months) and older (30 to 46

months) high-risk preschooler's to same-age normal controls

demonstrated that several aspects of mother-child interaction,

differentiated older, but not younger, high -risk and contrast

- children (Wilton & Bar,bour,' 1978). Older contrast children
1

were found to interact more often with their mothers, to

Spend more time in learning activities'with\their mothers,

and to, be more engaged in highly intellectual activities than

did their high-risk counterparts. A similar study by Kogan,

Wimberger, and Bobbit (1969) shOwed that mothers of young

retarded children exerted more control over their children

than did contrast mothers.
I

Similar investigations have been undertaken on the

interactions. of mothers with their,LD or hyperactive children. a

in a series of'studies, Campbell (173, 1975) reported that

mothers of hyperactive boys provi d more '-ect help,

encouragement, and structure than mothers of refleCtive and

impulsive -children. In a comparison of hyperactive, LD, and

ormal boys, hyperactive boys were found to interact more

often than LD or normal controls, while mothers of hyperactive

children intervened more frequently than did the mothers of

. LD and normal boys. Humphries, Kinsbournei and Swanson (1978)

investigattd the effects of drug stimulants on cooperation and

social interaction between hyperactive children-and their_

mothers in a double 121ind study. Results revealed that

hyperactive children and their mothers praised each other more

33,
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when the childrtn were in a med\tated as opposed to a placebo
.

%

state.° IT addition, mothers gave fewer directions to children
.

about how to complete tasks while their children were on

medication. o-

Summary

As indicated above, numerous studie;Nave investigated

the interactions of exceptional children with their family

'members.' Among these, several studies focused on the power

relationships within families with emotionally disturbed

children. Results suggested that the power structure in

families wit64 disturbed children differed from the power
ti

structure in normal families. However, Jacob's (1975) review

of theljterature on family interactions revealed inconsistent'

results in all areas of study, and, as of 'yet, no clear

patterns of family interaction have been isolated.

Studies on other types of exceptional childen indicated*

that hyperactive children interacted more frequently with

their mothers than did LD or normal children. Also, mothers

of hyperactive children intervened more frequently than did

mothers of LD and normal controls. Finally, mothers of

hyperactive children responded differently to their child

when he was,on medication.

Teacher-Pupil Interactions

Withall and Lewis (1963) conducted a comprehensive
1

review *of-the literature on social interactions in the

classroom. According to these au-ehors, a variety of

pAcedures have been employed over tht ears to investigate

4(.2

v
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'- teacher -pupil intieractions and their effects.

studies in this area dealt withthe arrangemento learning

experiences and the impact of these arrangemehts on
\.

successful outcomes. Over time,studies began to focus on ',

r-
the influenpe of group life and the influence Alf different

types of groups on learning, problem-solving, and decision

making. Much of this research made use of interaction

an4lysis in teacher education (Amidon & Hough, 1967). Thus

another.trend-within the study of social interaction in the

classroom analyzed teacher-pupil interactions by means of

questionnaires and rating scales based on traits and
4 .

qualities which educakion% supervisorsi'considered necessary
,

air

and desirable.

f
$

By far the largest area of research on teacher-pupil

4-interactions has focused on gro{ip and social7emotional

e. climate in the classroom. The present section will review

recent research in this area with particular) attention to

studies involving exceptional students.

Effects of Teacher Behaviors

One_freqpently used teacher-pupil interaction analysis

instrument was developed by Flanders (1970) to focus on

direct and indirect teaching behavior. Direct teaching

behaviors were classified as lecturing, giving directions,

and criticizing or justifying authority, whereas indirect

teaching behaviors included asking guesti,,ns, .accepting or

using pupil ideas praising and encouraging, and accepting

feelings. The instrument also measured pupil-initiated

cr.

3
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interactions, pupil response,-and silence. Results of

studies employing this instrument suggested that although

the amount of indirect Ateaching is small, the presence of

indirect teaching is related to positive student attitudes,

while the absence of such behavior is related to negative

ook. student attitudes (Flanders, 1970). Indirect teaching is

often also associated with increased learning; however, to

date fesearch in this area is inconsiS,9 tent.
,
As Flanders '

pointed out, most research il correlational rather than

causal and,, therefore, does not'determine whether indirect

teaching behavior lads to more learning and-positive

attitudes, or whether bfighter students Who learn more

have more positive attitudes provide teachers with

opportunities to be more di 'rect.

A laboratory study conducted by Amidon and Flanders

(1967) may provide some infdrmation relevant to this i

question. The purpose of their study was to determine the

effects of diAtct versus indirect teacher behavior. specially

trained teachers role-played both diect and indirect teacktIng

styles in a laboratory experinient. : The subjects were 140

eighth graders who had bden determined to be dependency prone.

Students.were compared on the basis of pre= and post-

chievement tests in geometry. The results indicated that

pupils taught by indirect teachers learned more than did

children taught by direct teachers. Indirect teachers

prOvided fewer directions, less criticism, less lecturing,

more praise, and asked more questions.
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Flanders' instrument has also been used to study

naturally occurring events in regular elementary classrooms.

One such study was designed to determine the kinds of

teacher-pupil interaction patterns that are present in

elementary classrooms, (Furst & Amidon,.1967). A total of 25

classrodms at each of six grade levels were observed. The'

ratio of direct to indiPect teacher statements revealed that

in grades one and two teacher's used more indirect than direct
4

statements. A slight increase is noted in the number of

direct teacher statements in third and fourth grade, an by

fifth and sixth grade teachers used more direct than indirect

statements. The percentage of 'student talkwas lowest in

fifth and sixth grade, while the percentage of silence

increased from 15% in first grade to 25% in sixth grade. The

i_percentage of teacher talk showed few changes over the

elementary grades; however, one specific ty e of teacher talk,

lecturing, demonstrated considerable change with an'increase

from a low of 9% in,first grade to a high of 21% in fifth and

sixth grade. Theseresultstled Furst and Amj.don to-the

following conclusion:

Teachers at different grade levels hold varying
assumptions about the teaching-learning process.
Apparently, primary grade teachers feel that
children at that level can learn best via the
question-answer technique and that lecturing
or giving information is far,less appropriate.
On the other hand, intermediate-'grade teachers
apparently conceive Of lectures as most conducive
to learning (p. 173, 1967). ,

Teacher Interaction with Exceptional Students

Flanders' interaction instrument has also been,used to

3 7
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analyze pupil-teacher interactions in classrooms for

exceptional students. Semmel, $itko, and Kreider (1973) used

the same system-tostudy the impact oftgacher 'nteractions

Iwith trainable mentally retarded (TMR) pupils pupil .gainp

in ,communication skills. Classroom interactions of six

teachers whose TMR pupils revealed high gains in communicltion

were compared to interactions of six teachers whose students

showed little orno gain. The Cain-Levine Social Competency

Scale was used to measure communication sills. Results

, demonstrated teat high-gain teachers were significantly less

restrictive, more indirect, less critical, more accepting,

and used more pupil id'eaS than aid low-gain teachers.

Furthermore, high-gain teachers tended to have less teaching

experience and were generally younger than low-gain teachers.

A similar study (Dembo, Yoshida, Reilly,.& Reilly, 1978),

examined.teaclier4Stude*t interactions in self-cont'ained

classroomslfor educable mentally retarded and for educationally

handicapped stud. ts. Interactions were analyzg`d using the

Brophy-Good ction ObservatYon6System which measures

type of teacher q estions prdduct, process, choice,

'and self-reference , and teacher feedback to correct and .

'incorrect student esponses (i.e., praise, criticism, sup ly

answer, repeat ques ion, rephrase question, and give clue .

The authors conclude that the, basic teacher-student

communication patter was 'characterized, by the teachers'''.

attempts at' maximizinl success and minimizing failure. This

-was-accomplished by d recting product questions to selected
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tstudents. Only.7% ::the questions were process type, teat
J,

is requiring the student to explain something. This patte,
'.-

.- ;:.

closely resembles the behavior of most regular-educatift V-.,
.

'teachers. . I
.

Fip-k (1972) utilized another comprehensive'obseivational

system in an intensive study of verbal and nonverbal behaviors

of teachers and students.in.classes for BD students. The

system,.which used.a. ld -scona partial7interval observation

system, measured'18 teacher behaviord and 17 student behaviors

in 15 elementary BD classrooms. Teacher behaviors included

giving, feedback,.planned ignoring, asking, punishing,

,rewardinv, and changing tasks. Student behaviors included on-

task, verbq,1 interaction with teachert,and peers, refusal,.:

daydreaming, verbal aggression, and physical aggression. The

teacher beh*iiors most frequently observed were feedback(26%),

.giving (17%), planned'_ ignoring (14%), and asking (11%). The

,most frequent student behaviors were on-task (60%), verbal.

interaction 'with teacher (9%), resistive/refusal (7%), and

verbal interac#ton with peers (4%). Less 'that' 1% of the

students' behaviors consisted of verbal and physical aggres-

sion.

Lambie -(1978) -used Fink's oipServationsystem in a similar

study which compared teacher management techniques fcliiik

conduct-disordered pupils in regular and special class

:t
Fifteen-pairs of. special education teachers and conduct-

disordered students in BD classrooms were compared to fiftee__

pairs. of regular education-teachers and conduct-disordered

'.J

0

1
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stildehte imItegular education classrdbms. Twelve teacher'

behavior categdriesootnd nine pupil behavior categories were

,measured using,a five second partial-interval observation

system. Results demonstrated that both BD and regular

teachers relidg-heavily upon demand asa behavior management

technique. However, demand was not found to be one of-the

mo
effective techiqueS for increasing on-task. behavior..

The most. effective technique for increasing the length of

time a.pupil remained on-task was redirection; as would be .

expected, both groups of teachers relied heavily upon this -

technique.- DAta further indicated that the on-task behavipr

of conduct- disorder `p ils in both regular,and BD classes ,

did not differ significantly from the 77% typical of normal .

students. However, pupils in BD classes were fbund to have

significantly higher on-task behavior than conduct-disordered

pupils in regular classes.

Teacher-pupil rnteractions.have been analyzed for a

variety of.reasons. The greatest research interest has been

concerned with group and social-emotional climate in the

classroom. Flanders' (1970) observational system fdr

measuring classroom climate 'has been used in studies of both

regular.and exceptional students. For the mosCpart,'.results

have shown that indirect teaching is related to more positive

'attitudes and better, learning for bOtb regular and mentally

retarded students.i ,Studies with BD students suggested that

special' education and regular :teachers engaged in similar

teadher:-.pupil interactions and employed similar classroom

management techniques.
0
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Peer and Adult Interactions

- .

The tollowiterview of the literature ors children's
.

'intera'ctions, with pacers and adults includes studies which,

have not-already been covered'under fmily interactions or
Ai

teacher-pupil+interactions. The studies .evaluated ,both

"normal" and exceptional_chilgren.

Studies of the peer social initeraCt:Ions of exceptional

\*
and non ahandicapped children re generally of wo types:

(a) evaluations'of typical patterns of:,socia interactions

in these two groups of children and (b)' coMparisons of the

s cial interactions of exceptional and nonhAdicapped-

udents. The former is the more common of the two types

of studies.
).

Nonhandicapped Students.
- .

In a study of.typical interactions of nonhandicapped
'

preschool students/ Aeuter and Yunik (1973) monitored

frequency pfdpeer and adult social' interactions,-mean

duration of social interactions, and amoypt of negative

behavidrs fox three- and four-year-rold students.' Students

were en led in one of three school settings: a Montessouri

nursery school, a univeisitylaboratory preschool, and'a

parent cooperative nurse/1i school On the average,- students

engaged in ,interactions with pe rs and adults at a rate. of

30% to 40.% during free-time Rex. °a. Peer interaction-
.

increased with age as four-year-old6. were found to kodnd a

significantly greater percentage of their time in peer

interaction,s than did the 'three-year-olds. Interactions
A
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with adults showed a nonsignificant increase with age.

In.a similar study of preschool play behavior, preschOol

play norms' in the late 1960's,were compAred with norms
. ,

collected more than 40 years ago (Barnes, 1971). ,Six

categojies of play behavior were observed: unoccupied play,

solitary, play, onlooker,'paralledplay, _associative play,

and cooperative play. .The, results suggeSted that'children in

\-14t/9 were.mp.ch less socially oriented in their play activities

than children 40 years,ago. The mass media and the solitary

types of toys were advanced as possible explanations for the

change in play behavior over time.

'fie peer interactions, general behaviors, and child-

teacher interactions' of 42 nonhandicapped second graders were

observed in a study of children's soci behaviorn a

classroorri sitting (Travis, 1977). In comp rLson to boys,

girls were found to engage in more verbalizations with same-
44

sex peers and more cooperation,with same -sex peers. Boys

and girls appeared to be at the same level of social

sophistication with respect to opposite -sex peers.

Other social interaction studies have been undertaken to7

determine.the-relationship between social interactions and

other variables. For example, the relationship between

popularity and social skills and social interactions was

analyzed in a study or thirdand fourth-grade nonhandicapped

students' (Gottman, Gonso, & Rasmussen, 1975). .A sociometric
f

,Instrument was used to determine'popUlarity, while social

skillS were assessed:by a.test measuring ability t label

t. 42
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em6tions, knowledge of Dow.to- take friends, giving help, and

role-taking ability. Finally, a 15-Category naturalistic

observation system was used to assess social interactions.

Popular and unpopUlar children differed in ttteir knowledge'

of hoW, to make friendS and popular students both distributed

and reCeimed' moire positive reinforcement, and spent less time

daydreaming.

A similar stmidy of popularity was designed to examine

the relationship betWeen peer reinforcement and social statusA,
(Hartup, Glazer, & Charlesworth, 1967). Two classes of

4- year -old preschool children served'aS subjects in this

.

study which utilized a sociometric knstrument to measure

social status. Eight target behaviors, cl sSified as either

reinforcers or negative behaviors, were measured by -

observational procedures. While Grossman et-al. (1975) found

that.popular children--teceived more reinforcement frOt peers,

the results of this study suggested that popular children

give more positive reinforcement. Thus, social acceptance

was signikicantly,,torrelated with the frequency of giving

positive,reinforcement, while rejection was significantly

correlated with the frequency' of negative behaviors.

.Interactions Among Handicapped and'NonhandicappeA

Behavior disordered children's typical socialinter-

action patterns have also received attention'. A study by

Sanson-Fisher and Jenkins ,(1978) analyzed interaction

patterns between inmates and staff in-a maximum- security

institution fordelinquent girls. Participants included

k
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the paraprofessional staff members and five dellnquent

girls. A total of 28 categories of behavior were.observed

and recorded for each particip4nt. The results indicated

that both appropriate-and inappropriate behaviors received

a high proportion of positive.attention from staff and

peers. On the other hand, therapeutic opportunities offered .

by staff were met-with negative attention from the delinquent

group in 75% of the cases.

'Integration of handicapped children into the "mainstream"

has,been the sublet of numerous studies. OnO aspect of this
0,

topic involves the interactions among handicapped and

nonhandicapped students. Two studies of handicapped-.

nonhandicapped'interactions focused upon preschool -age

children and mentally retarded-students. In a study of the

verbal and nonve- 6ocia_ behaviors of mentz,_:_iy 1`carded

, and normally develop.,,Igchildren in a free-play

porter, Ramsey, and Trembly (1978) found normally developing

,Children'tomaintain the closest mean proximity to other,

normally devAoping childten. Moreover,' normal children

',engaged in several categories of social behavior with other

normal children siqnificantly more often,than with xetarded.

children. Retarrld,children,on the other hand, displayed
O,

no consistent pv_erences for retarded versus nonretarded

peers. Guralnick and-Paul-Brown (1977) obtained similar

results in that their,nonhandicapped,subjects also spoke

more frequently to more advanced children: Nonhalidicapped

prechool children also adjusted their speech in. accordance

44



with peers' detfelopmental levels. Thus, the mean length of

their utterances was shorter for lower functioning kids and

-their verbalizations were repeated more often for more

handicapped peers.,

Another significant asiAct related to mainstreaming of

handicapped students is their interactions compared with

those nOnhandicapped children. Both BD and LD students

have been compared along these "lines. Raush (1965) compared

the interactions of hyperaggressiveboys in early treatment;

normal controls, and normal Norwegian boys. An observation

instrument developed by Raush, Dittman, and Taylor (1959a)

was used to assess interactions. As previously pointed out,

the instrument consisted of 16 categories of behdVior

'classified as hostile-dominant, friendly-dominant, hostile-

;ive, and friendly-passivn. Behavior was observed lin six

settings: breakfast, other meal.time9, unstructured group

activities, structured group activities, snack time, and

group instruction. As was true in an.earlier study, (Raush,

Dittman, & Taylor, 1959b), situation was found to have an.'

affect on behavior. Unfriendly behavior was much more

frequent in some settings (e.g., game .situations) than in

others (e.g., mealtimes', Psychological status also had an

affect. Compa'red to normals, hypefgressive boys produced

fewer friendly acts as stimuli f9r their peers;'friendly

acts were followed by unfi'iendly behavior much-more

,frequently in early7treatment hyperaggressiVeloys (45%)'

than in laterLtreatment hyperaggressive (19%) and normal

boys (8%).

35
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,' In a similar study, Raush, Parbman, and Llewellyn (1960)

A

d normal control"S to 1e less hOstile-dominant and less

hostile-passive toward bdth adults and peers than were

Dyperaggressive boys. Normal controls were also more friendly-
.,

,passive toward adults and peers than were hyperaggressive boys.

The friendly-dominant types of behaviors of controls and

hyperaggressive boys did nit. differ.

Interaction of LD Students

The interactions of LD students as tomparedto normal

controls have'been investigated in a. series' of studies by

Bryan and associates (Bryan, 1974; Bryan & Bryan, 108; Bryan,
.

Donahue, & Pearl, 1981; Bryan, Donahue, Pearl, &,Sturm, 1981;

Bryan, Wheeler, & Felcan, 1976; Spekman, 1981). Bryan;

Wheeler, and Felcan (1976) compared the communications of .17

LD and 17 normal control' subjects from thirdi fourth, and

fifth grade. Eight categories of,statementS-were observed

using an even-recording obserVation procedure in which Ae-

obserVer recorded,,all statements made, by the target subject

and a second obserVer recorded all-statements made by peers

to the subject. The eight categories of statements were:

rejection, information source, self-image, cooperation,

comatition, helping, consideration, and intrusiveness.

',sults revealed that LD students emitted significantly more

comPetitive statements than did controls while control

subjects received significantly more consideration statements

than LD students. Although nonsignificant, LD children

tended to emit more rejection and fewer helpful statements

than was the case for-the normal controls.

4a
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1'

These findings are. consistent with other results which

indicate that LD students diffet from normal contrb1S in

their interactions -with ,peets. Bryan (1974) found that LD

and normal comparison children did not differ signifiCantly

in the total proportion of time spent interacting with

teachers and peers; howevpr,'LDstudent's verbal initiations

were significantly more likely ,to be ignored by both teachers

and peers. Likewise, Btyant and Bryan (1978)'found that in

comparison to nondisabled classmates, LD.students.emitted

significantly more nasty statements to peers and subsequently

received significantly more rejection statements from peers.

Interactional deficits of LD students have also been ,

.LOuLl in terms of small,-grbup problem-olving skills (Bryan,

Donahue, & Pearl, 1981), conversational skills (Btyan, Donahue,

Strum, 1981),iand in dyadic communications requiring

an'exchaftge of informati.on(Spektan, 1981) In small- group

problem-solving situations, LD students were less.likely to

disagree with classmates less likely to argue with classmates,

and less likely to engage in "convertiJ.:1 housekeepi: -4" than
4Ir

were their iondisabled peers (Bryan, Donahue, & Pearl, 1981),,
r.

suggesting that LD childrenwere less persuasive than

nondisabled children apparently as a result of their assuming

a submisSive.role. An examination of conversational competency

indicated that LD students were not as adept as nondisabled

children in their ability to initiate and substain interaction

(Bryan, Donahue, Pearl, & Strum, 1981). Specific-behaviors

which might have accounted for this difference includedthe LD
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students' tendency to ask fewer questions and,their ineptness

7

to produce open -ended questions. In dyadic` communications_.

'requiring an exchange of information, LD students were less

successful than nondisabled peers in both speaker and listener

roles (Spekman, 1981). As speakers, LD Students exchanged IN

significantly lower leVels of information than nondisabled

.peers. As listeners, LD students were less apt to ask

productive questions, that is, questions designedtto gain new

information.

Summary

Studies of peer interactions have followed three lines of

investigation: (a). evaluations of typical interactions of

nonhandi capped students; (b) interactions among handicapped

and nonhandicapped and (c) comparisons Of interadtIOns

-C
of handicapped and nonhandicapped children. Studies onityPical.-

-,-

interactions of nonhandicapped students revealed that girls, in

comparison to boys, engaged in more verbalizations and

cooperation with same-sex peep, but that social sophistication

with opposite-sex peers was the same for both boys and girls.

In addition, thse studie4 indicated that interactions with

'peers increased with age, and that popular children demonstrated

more knowledge of how to make friends.

In investigations of interactions among handicapped and

nonhandicapped children, nonhandicapped preschoolers tended. to

interact with other nonhandicapped children rather than with

handicapped peers, while nonhandicapped children showed no

preference for handicapped or nonhandicapped peers.
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Nonhandicapped children were also found-to adjust their speech

in accordance woi.th peer, developmental%levels.

Comparisbns of interactions of handicapped and nonhandi-

capped children demonstratedtat the interaction patterns of

these two groups clearly differ, although no consistent

patterns have emerged. in a series of studies,nonhandicappe'd

children were found to be more friendly and less hostile than

their handicapped counterparts. Another series of_studies,

which compared LD to normal coAtrois, indicated that LD

'children were more likely'to make competitive statements,

. rejection sta ents, and, more nasty comments. In turn, LD

students received more rejection statements ss\

consideration statements thail did normal cont,0J. ; finally,

they were ignored more often by pe(-s at 2rs.

Reciprocal interactions

Historically; investigators of social interactions have

assumed a monadiCL perspective, that is, they have focused on

observation of discrete responses of individuils without.

reference to the impact of these acts on the recipient peer1s'
.

behavior (Strain & Shores, 19.77a). The widespread acCeptance

of.the..Phonadic perspactive especially in the fields of

psychology,and special education is evidenced in the typical

approach to intervention whereby an indiidual's behavior was

observedi evaluated, lnd treated without evaluation of the

behaviors of significant' others.

However, the effectiveness ,of this apprOadh is questionable
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since social interactions are not monadic but'reciprocal,

that\ is, effecting all parties in a social interaction. The

lack' of. attention to this fundamental characteristic of

human interactions requires that time and energy be devoted

to mutual i_ h___Ige of sc,;ial behavior. As Strain and

. Shore (1977a),pointed out:"

Only by employing observational techniques
based upOn a reciprocal conceptualization'
of social behavior can the effects of one
child's,behavior on his peers be studied
systematically (p. 528).

To date, a littli-ed numbc of studies (Johnson et al.,

1973; 4ahl et al`., 1974) have obta,ined data on the reciprocal

n:' re of er

In a stst,-;y on the positive social reinforcement o9 peers,

(Charlesworth & Hartup, 1967), 70 nonhandicapped preschool

children were observed on fur target behaviors (i.e., giving

positive attention and approval, giving affection and

acceptance, su5mission, and token givihg). The results clearly

demonstrated the, reciprocal nature of interactions. A '

°significant:correlation was found between number of reinforcers

given and number of reinforcers received, with those children

giving the most reinforcement also receiving the most.

'Similar reciprocal interactions involving negative behaviors

have also been reported by Patterson and Cobb (1971) in their

study of aggressive children. Aggressive behaviors such as

hitting were found; to be facilitated by_a number of negative

behaviors e.g., hitting, ignoring, yelling, teasing, and

disapproval)., In comparison, some positive behavior, such as

Liu
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approval and touching, were found to inhibit hitting.

A laboratory study by Pruitt (-196 ) also investigated .

4 .

the reciprocal nature of interactions. The procedures'of

the experiment required that 77 college undergraduates

participate in a game designed to measure how much money

the subjects kept and gave away under various conditions.

A confederate manipulated the, variables in the study. The

important result for our purposes was that the subjects

,gave money to ,the confederate in 'accordance with how much

money they had received from -the confederate in the past.

The more money the subject received, the more he /she gave

away-, 'thus clearly demonstrating reciprocity.,;'

An investigation of the reciprocal interactions of

exceptional children, suggested that the principle of

reciprocity also holds true for handicapped individuals. In

t study (Kopstein, 1972),,18,target behaviors were'

o served in the free-play interaCtions of 14 TMR subjects%

It was predicted that negative responses followed by positive

consequences would be, repeated, and that negative.respontes

followed(by negative consequences would be,changed. 1-1,Wever,

. 6

result' did not support this hypothesis."\Insteid,aversive

consequences tended to facilitate aggression. Aggressive

behavior was more likely to b 'repeated when followed by a

negative consequence, and was more likely to change when

folloWed bya positive consequence.. This study supported the

contention of Strain andShores, (19774) that "with respect to

both the quality and quayrity of intetaction, the child

creates his own social environment" (p. 493).

/1.

.1*
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In summary,' the reci rocal nature ofsocial interactions,

especially among eAception 1-children, sutfers from a scarcity

of data-based research eve though, the limited research

available suggests that su h interactions are interrelatea and

reciprocal. Instead,,a mo adic prespective has traditionally

been employed although its. effectiveness is questionable since
..

such an approach ignores o e of the basic elements of

interaction.

A. review ,of the'resea ch indicated that both family

interactions and peer int raotion aa/e, reciprOcal :for a
O

variety of:populations (e g., TMR, undergraduates, preschoolers)

in that_ positive and neg tive behaviors have been foupd`to

elicit like positive anl,negative responses frOm.both peers and

adults. However, noticeably absent from the literature are

investigations of the ,reciprocal nature of teacherlie:Upil

interactions. .Since,thanY interactions have0Deen found, to be

reciprocal, teacher7-pupil interactions can also be expected to

bd reciprocal, and consequeptly, worthy of further investigation.

==.

Summary
..1.-,!i__ '.

SystemUic observation, of social behavior .is widepreadi

---probablyas a.result:of the impadt of applied behavior analysis.

elaborateOver the years, elaborate and scientific, ays of observiqg'-

behavior have been devised. One area in which_sytematic
,

observatiari has played a major- role is the family interactions.
i.

.

Numeroustudies have focused on the family interactions of

-ex t4. onalty,-childran but, as-yet, no clear patterns of family
.... g

f
int l

9
actiohThave been isolated. Ftudie,s can the teacher-pupil
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and peer interactions of exceptional student e alsp corilmoh

1 . .

in the literAure. ,Most of the studies on teacher-p-upil'
. .0.

-

interaction have been concerned with direct versus'ihdireCt

teaching behaviors, while studies on*peer interactions have .

(a) evaluated the interactions of handicapped and-honhandi-
4

capped students, and (b) have compared the interactions of

handicapped and nonhandicapped.children: The results of

these studies have suggested that iaonhandicapped'Chiidren aref.
les ikely to interact with handicapped children, and

h apped students are less adept at irkteracting than are

nQfl1andiCapped students.. Finalij, a few studies havg

investigated'the reciprocal nature of interactions. The

limited research available suggests that both family

interactions and peer interactions are reciprocal in nature.

The review of the available literature points out a
I

Number of areas in need of 'thorough investigation.' 'First,

studies comparing verbal interactions ,of handicappWand

"nonhandicapped ar64mited.and have.hot yielded con§istent

results. Eyen more scarce are- studies comparing the verbal

interactions of students with different handicapping

'conditions e.g., BD and LD). Second, studies analyzing .

teacher-pupil,social interactions are scare. While some

studies have investigated peer social interaction's and

teacher-pupil academic interactions, few studies have focused

on teacher-pupil social interactions, while still fewer have

Compared teacher-pupil social interactions for handicapped

a
and nonhandicapped pupils andPregular-and special education

fie .
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teachers: Fijidi.iy, although the reciprocal nature of

.

iinteractlops, s.beginaing to receive some 'professional

-a.ttention,' the reciprocal nature of,teacher-pupil social'

interactions hasseen.neglected. To date research has not

examined the corresponding and_complementary qualities. of

teacher -pupil social' interactions:

'Le
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CHApTER. III,m-. -
METHODS ANDPROCEDURES .

- Subjects and .Setting'
.

.

, . .

'Subjects in this.study Vere randomly selected fourth,
, . - ,

,fifth, and-sixth grade Students froth a *large urban school

district in' the midwest of 45 regular'and special

class students-PIrticiiiated in the study, including 5

subjects select d from each of three-types of, classrooms:-,

'(1) regular cla ooms;';(2) self-cohtaihectlearning-
.

disabilities (D) clasSrooms; and (3) self-cohtained

behavior disordered (BD) classrooms.

In addition to the 5 target subjects, the classroom

peers,;aides,. d teaChers of each subject also participated.
. -,

A total pachers participated in the study of _which six

were in regular education, five were in LD, and three were in

BD classes. Since only three biD-41111sses were in oseration in

the district, all available BD teachers, and almbst all

available Bb students were included-in the study.

: The study focused, on the iftteraction characteristkcs of

-children diagnosed and placed ih specific regular and special
,

education programs.. Si-nce the study. was Concerned with

differences.bitween children recej.ving certain types of

services, only/limited atempts were made' to-Nalidate the

.apkOpriateness ofplacellieht. 'AcCordingly,_students in
. ',

regular education Were,coi nSideted "normal "', and students in
6-, ,

self-contained LD and BD programs were considere&LD and. BD,
41%
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respectivali. Allsubjects had-an IQ above,88 and exhibited
i
Hno major-iphy'sical, speech, visi al, AD hearing handicaps.

.

Regular .education stddents were i-10t. receiving 'special services

abd were functioning not more than two years below grade level.
h

. in reading, writing, or.arithmet4 according-to achievement

r test scpr6s. .- This criteria wastused so thdtstudentt4..:,
"

- receiving Title Iservices. would not be included-li.thample
.-

...
... .',.

A4.

of regular education students. It was assumed that -by 1.

-excluding remedial students; the'Sampie pf regular edutidtion
, .

students would more closely approXimate a normal distribution

with the majority of the students functibning at orlose.to

grade level.
.._

ehaviot Ifisordered students had been placed in self-

conta.ged programs as a result ofevaluations by school
.. I!

i
,

distract personnel. The records,of each BD student -were

reviewedsto insure that BD participants met the- criteria for

BD as. specified by the local school distriCt definition. The

Local` was'onsistent with PL

'''l976)'and the State of K'anSasSpqcial Elication Plan, was as

follows:

Children and yOb.th with personal and social
adjustment problv's 'demonstrate one or more
marked behavioeaTextesSes and /or defects
which are chroniO injiature, occur, in .several

tenvironffients, which interfere'with learning.
and /or 'social interactions' in the educational
setting and have nOtAesponded to. remediation
available in the regulareducational setting.
Behavior excesses and deficiencies may include...

'...the following:

Aggressive and/or anti - social behavior
2. Uncontr011ed and/or bizarre behavior



3. Persistant iioda-p 'sgion° or urihappingss
4. Withdi-a Th'42M111r-- na 'Contacts and/o0

flatten Ajfec,
. Disregard far

-Unreasonable e
school experienCes

7.- Developident of phygict 1 sym toMs without a
physical cause

. 8. CompulsiV.e behavior
A 9. .Loss of contact with reali

In addition to 'meeting the criteria inclu ed in the def

;BD subjects also met three additional criteria:
1

1

1. Documented evidence that efforts to remediate
the problem have been attempted in a legs
restrictive environment.

2, A,mediCal examination. by a licensed physician
with"doCUmented results indicating that
physiological problems-are not the cause of ,

the, behgvior.

-rite of own, oehai4or
ted with personai.or

a.
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tion,

. Evaluation by an outside licensed clinical
professional that doduments a'generalized
personal and social .disturbance.

Because severely-emotionally disturbed children (e.g.,
4

4

autistici'autistic-like, etc.) display uniqup characteristics -

which distinguish them from mildly and moderately BD pupils,

,

these students were not'includedin this Study:

Learning;:disabledstudents_14_the study_hadADeen placed

in a.self- contained program as a result an evaliption by'
14

school.district nnel. Each student Was more than two
-

4d,
.

.

arithmetic`years below grade level in reading, writing, Or arithmetic
° .

r
4ccording to inaividual achievement test regults. The

, t

records of each child were reViewed to insure that each.

participant met the local definition LD. The local

definition, wIliCh was consistent with definition specified

in PL 94-142 (U..O.E.4, 1476),, was as Poll -Ows:

ts
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whochildien ho have a di rd n one or more
.of the basic psyckological process -s invtilved in
understhnding or using lant/ua"ge, 'spoken or written,

:which disorder may manifest itself in imperfect
ability to'listen,'thillk, speak, read, write, spell,
ordo mathematical calculations.. Such disorders
include such conditions as perceptual handicaps,
brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction,, dyslexia,
and developmental aphasia. Such terms does not

. include children who have learning problems which
are priqdrily.the result of visual, hearing, or
motor handicaps," or mental retardation or emdtional
'disturbance, or environmental, cultural, or economic
disadvantage (p. 52404).

Students. placed in an D class alst met four criteria for
ly

placement as specifi.e by the local school district:

1. Classroom
exhibited
students,
affecting

Observation indicating that the student
Several traits common to:14parning disabled
dnathat.these deficiencies were negatively'
academic.progress.y- . .. .- .

2., There was evidence that cultural,'economic or past '.:
school_history hae4,not been respbnsible for the:
lack of acadeMic progress.', ..,

. -

, ,_

'VW There was evidence that appropriate academic remedia-
.tion was not possible without special education.

There was evidende Of a severe discrepancy between
intelligence and achievement.

.Parents of target studentwere fully'informedof the
1

intent of tH study, and written consent to participate was

obtained _(see Appendix A). Consent_for participation was alsd

obtained from teachers (Appendix A), although the full intent

of the study was not disclosed becauee knowledgwof the intent

of the study might have biased,the result.
5

,

The setting for the study varied according to the target
*

subjects' educational placement. 'Regular'education studentS
A e

were observed in.the regular classroom,1WhileLD'andBD
. ,

students were respectively observed in their_self-contained

. . classrooms.

ss
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Inst-rumentatio
0
n

Behavior Q..bserv#tion System
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A direct behavior observation pro cure was designed to-

monitor interactions. The procedure used a 157-second-ISaftial-
,

$ -

interval observation technique in which interactdons4were

recorded on a data sheet divided into 28 intervals of 15-

second duration (see Appendix B). Fourteen target behaviors

were monitored: neutral, praise, assists instruct, answer?

question, sympathy, disapprove, digrupt, command, Complaine

defensive, refuse, threaten, and no response. Target behavior

definitions are listed in Appendix C.

During each 15-second interval a number of types of data

were recorded. These data included (1) the status of the
I

individual emitting the behavior (i.e.,'subject, teacher,

/
teacher8.

.\ -' a . : :At-

1 aide, peer); (2) the specific target behavior; 4nd
.

(3) the sequence of the interaction: '
The status of the

a

individual was indicated by an initial (i.e., student-S,

teacherT,-aide-A, peer-P) ,.and the target bekaviors were

denoted by an assigned numeral. All interactions were

recorded sequentially so as to allow for a determination of

whether the 1;ehavior was an- initial verbalization a

response to another person. For example, one typical

-interaction' might have been recorded-as follows:

S5" T4

.1n this interaction, .the .target subjec-Lasked the teacher a

question.and the teacher, in etsponse, answered the question.

Observer 'reliability was determined by percent agreement
0

9
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(Sulzer - Azaroff 1 Mayer, 19771. .The formula fc;r. per;e4-

greement was follows:
Nw

number of agreements
number of agreements + disagreements

X 100-

. ; -

Agreements and disagreements were scored for each component

of the interaction. For example, if one observer recorded an

inte-ioaction as S5 ---,- TA while the other observer recorded. .

the anteraction as. S5 -- T2i then there would be three
' .

.

agreements and one disagreement. In.this case,-the disagree-

. ment,was the type of teacher response. Throughout the study, -

_observers h to maintain a minimal interobserver reliability

criteria of 80% reement.

*

Procedure -44.t-,

I
.Two trained observers observed.andretorded data

Training consisted of one session of. general instructions on

the objective definitions of behavior and behavibr ob.servation

procedures, and numerovs supervised practice sessions. in using'

the behavioral observation system. Training was completed

when observer's obtained 80% interobserver agreerrt.in five

consecutive practice sessions of independent observation.

Each target child was observed for six 7-minute periods4.

Observers used stopwatches to monitor recgrding

Observational procedures` were the same for all subjects. All

observations were done betigeen 8:30and 3:30 P:M. on Monday,

thru Friday. Observations occurred during structured time

periods while students were engaged in either individual or

group academic activities and in situations when thire were

60



#quitable; opportunities for interaction. Target students

were not observed during-free discusjion, free time, play

Periods, or periods when pupils were not allowed to interact,
, ' N

with others. All observatiOns..occurred in' the classroom..

Behavior was not monitored in hallways, gymnasiums,
6

A cafeterias, or on playgrounds.

Special education students were observed in their self-

contained classrooms, while regular education studentg,were

observed in their tegular classrooms.. Special education

students were not observed in mainstream classrooms.

In many espects the environments of the classrooms

were similar for the three groups. However, because the

maximtur(number 'students allowed in special classes is

mandated by law, the number of students per Class varied for

, special and regular classeS.

Hypotheses

Data were collected to enable statistical analysis of

10 hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: 4* There will be no significant differenceS

between BD, LD, and regular students (i.e.,

placement) in the .frequency4of positive
r

statements directed toward peers, teachers,

and aides (i.e., source).

Hypothesis 2: There will bey no,significant differences

between BD, LD, and regular students

placement) in the frequency of neural



:411Hypoth

'statements directed toward peers, teachers,

and aides (i.e., source).
,

is 3: There will be no significant differeRces

between BDi LD, and regular students

placement) in the frequency of negative
. ;

interactions directed- oward peers, teachers,

and aides (i.e., sourc )..

Hypothesis 4: There will be,knesigni cant differenges

between BD, LD, and regular students (i.e.,
1

placement) in the frequency of positive

statements received from peers, teachers and.

aides (i.e., source).

'Hypothesis 5: There will-be-°no significant differences

between BD, LD, and regular students (i.e.,
.--.:

placement) in the-frequency of neutral,

statements received from peers, teachers, )d

aides (i.e., source).

Hypothesis 6: There will be no significant difference

between BD, LD and regular students (i.e.,

placement) in the frequency of negative

statements received from peers, teachers,-and

aides (i.e., source).

Hypothesis 7: psi-Enre statements given by BD, LD and

-/ ~regular students tcx peers will" not correlate

with positivestatement-s given by peers to

students.

flypothesis 8: Positive statements given by BD; LD, and

52
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0

regular students to teachers will not

corretewith positive statements given by

teachers to'students.

Hypothesis.9: Negative statements given by BD, LD and

.regular students to peers will not correlate

with negative -statements given by peers to ,

students.

) Hypothesis 10: Negative state

b

ents given by BD, LD,'and

regular students to teachers will not

"correldte with negative statements given by

teachers .to students.

Data Analysis
46, 7

For Purposes of data analysis, 14 target behaviors were

combined into four general classes-of behavior: (3).positsve,

(2) negative, (3) neutral, and (4). no response. The general

class,of positive behavior ponsisted of, the specific target)
--

behaviors praise, assist, nd sympathy; negative behaviors of

disapproval, disruption, co nding, complaining, de.fensive-

ness, refusal, and threatening; and neutral behaviors of
.

.

answering, queitioning, and neutral (i.e., statements which

.proVided information but were not answers to questions, such

as, "a'm finished", "Good morning", "I thought spiders were

insects").

Hypotheses 1 through 6 were assessed 13,Y means of analysed

of variance. Classical 3 X 3analyses of variance (ANOVA)

with a missing cell were used to analyze the frequency of
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positie,-negativer and neutral.statements '(Barr, Goodnight,
*

& Sall, 1979). The ANOVA was an incomplete 3 X.31aecause the

regular clase.s did nat have aides so comparisons of aides'

could be-.done on only ,two levels (i.e., LD and BD'aides.). TheI -

two factors were-placement of the student (i.e., BD, LD, and

regular class), and source of interaction (i.e., peer, teacher,

aide). The analy'Sis examined the frequency of statements from

BD, LD, and regular educatioh 'students to their. teachers,

aides, and peers; and 'statements from teachers, aides, and

..peers to the students.

Five separate analyses of variance were performed, all .a.st:

the .05 level' of significance. Separate ANOVA were done for

positive statements to students; negative statements to apd

from students; neutral statements to and from students. A

foi'mal ANOVA on positive statements from students to others

was not performed because of the very roWfrequency of this

behavior. For example; only one of..15 regular education

students emittetany positive statements, and for all students,

the total numbex.of positive statements to others was less than

1% of all statements directal,at others. Post-hoc analyses of

significant effects were done using Duncan's Multiple Range

Test (Barr, et al., 1979).,

Hypotheses 7 to 1G were tested with a Pearson Product

Went Correlation at the .05 level of significance' (FerguS

1976). Data were summed across groups (BD, LD, and regular)

resulting in a total of 45 p irs 0-f obterVatiOns, . Correla-
9

tions were performed on four Sets of data: (1) positive
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verbalizations to an from teachers; (2) positive verbariza-

tions to and from pee s; (3) negative verbalizations:to and
4

from teachers; And (4) negative verbalizat4ron's to and from

peers. 'A high correlation between statements given arid

received would suggest that interactions were reciproCaI,.

The reciprocal nature of interactions was also examined

by computing first-order conditional probabilitieS. Condi-

tional probability, indicates tlie probability of a behavior

s

given the grevipus Occurrence of some behavior. ,TIVe formula'

used for determining conditional probability was as follows:

no. "X" response
no. "X" initiations

Only first-order)conditional probabilities were computed

because.thenature of the data did not allow for computing

second - and thirdord6r-proigabilities. Nlo of theuerbal

interactions were very brief and took th form of a comment

fo owed by noiltesponSe, or a comment .followed by a dingle

response.% Chains of thtee and four verbalizations wer

relatik7ely rare. In addition, some literature Sugge 'that

the need for higher order probabilities may be limited as

4 -the antecedent stimulus closest to the response exerts the
,

most influence,.(Karpowitz, 1972; PatterSon, 1974): Patterson

(1974) and Karpowitz t1972).inve li tigated the amount of
-.-

r

information conveyed about significant determinants of
t

behavior in preceding interv,4s of 6-seconds as compared to

18-seconds. .A substantial amount of, information about

antecedent events which were signifi,cant determinants of a

'

se.
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behavior was found in the 6-second interval immediately
. .
4

preceaing the behavior. Little, nformation regarding'
--t ,

.,

significint determinants was added by analyzing antecedent
1 . , . ,ti

events oecurring.in an le-secopd.interval immediately --

Precediri&the behavior'
Tit, <"

2.,;
, Conditional'probabili;Eies determined the pxqbability of

56

a Aelected c
response (i.e., positive, negative, 'neutral, or

absence/of a response) following an initial verbaliation

(i.e., positive, negative, and neutral). These probabtIfties

were ,cci$ rn put d for, six sets of data: (11 student Verbalization -}
teacher response; (2) teacher verbaliation L-- studeri *:413,5pon*,..;

ii .4

(3) student v#rbalization -- peer response; (4) peer verbaliza-
I 4 .

tioni-- student response; (5), student verbalization -- aide- .

/respmsel and (6) aide verbalization student-response.

I

.. :

i Analysis. of the frequency of the. 14 sp, ific tvget Vic.

. ifVerbalizations.was alsopeiformed. The anala;aS ;focused on
.

'i

te frequency and percentage of each target behavior fort six.,,
...

/
/possible interactions: 0.)-from student to, pees; (2) from.
/ ..

. .

/ student to teacher; .(3)..trem-student, to tide; (4) from teacher
i 0

/ 0 to student; (5) from aide to student; and (6) from. peer to'
,

5

student.

o 4t
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CHAPTER V

RESUL S
. ,

. Al
1 ,

N.
The present chapter will review the resuItslof the

c 4.
didus observatio9a1 data analyses. 1.1rpotlieses 1 thrOugh .

-..olc

.

asseAgsr by mean -e of a classical 3 x 3.analysisjt

lnce:(ANOVA) with a missing cell (Barr, et.al.,:;1979).

Hypotheses 7 to 10 were evaluated by means of a Pearson

ProduC Moment PDr.scelation procedUre.(Ferguson, 1976) . The
J

significance d_f both the F ratios and £he correlation

coefficients were teSte0..at'tlie;.05 level. :First-orders.
,

conditionarobabilities were.coMPutea to examine the

reciprocal nature o'f,interactions, and,:an analYsis-of the

.frequi, and percengge of each the 14 specific, target'

verbalfzations was also performed.
C

Reliabili
, ,

'

Inter-o reliability,
,

determinedspy percsnt

efictive,agreement, w* computed ()Vet- a'total of 24 seven-
0

minute observation sessions. One reliability check;

consisting of six seven-minute observation sessibriSs,Was

doneLionce0a.week for four weeks. %. Overall, reliability

ranged from 85% to 100% with a 3ean percent effective

agreement of 95.5%. The'rangeand-mpanof the reliability

for each of the classes of students was Consistqft acrdSs.
,

grouips. eliability for behavior .disordered BD) stIldents
.

ranged from 89.- to 10D% with a mean percent effective
\

agreemeht of 94.8%. For learning disabled (LD)'3StudentS,

57
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g-

, L
e,,i.1

...:1

reliabrrftly ranged from 12% to 10k0% ivitli a mean of 9-5.3%.,"-

.4,
.Reliabidit for reigular educatibn'Otudefits *zinged Trom,9G.%"

to .100% With a mean- of 97.2%.
' '

.

_Analysis -of Varia4 nde-
_ °ft -.:.1

a. .

1

.
.- , v - . ,

_Hypothesis I stated that there `would be nosignificalat
.

s.
. . -

--differetices_between BD, LD, and students
.

(.i.e:.,
v

.

R
1

plaCement).in the frequenof,psitive statemntsdirected
I . 7 :

towaia7peerS, teaphers, and aides (i.e. ; soiirde): An'ANOVA'
,

for pbsitive 2statements from BD, LD, and regular students. to

others was.ncit ,computed. because of the loW frequency 'Of this

:behavior. -AS,stated earlier, only one of 15 regular education

students emitted any po§itive.statements. Moteover, of the

total .-_umber of statements. to others, less than- 1% were

pdSitiVe. Theextremely infrequent nature of this behavior
1

.did not provide enough data to-enable a statistical analysiS.
. %

. ,
,Hypotheiis2'stated hat there would be no significant-

diffeence's 'between BD, LD, and regular students (i.e.,
,

.
placeMent'in'the frequency of neutral statements directed;

,toward peers, teachers, and aides i.e.,S source). .An ANOVA

of neutYaal statements from_students* others yielded a

significant main effect for source (Table 1). Duncan's post-,

hoc analySis procedure revealed"that neutral, statements. 'to

teachers (51 = 21.71) were higher than to aides (X = 13.03)

whiCh mere, in-turn,''higher t

disordered (X =.14:98),Jearning disabled IR = 14:40), and

regular studentS (X = 10.10) did not differ-significantly,

peers (X = 5.71). Behavior

6-3

4



'1 Table 1
1

ANOVA of -et :Frequency of Neutral Statements From BD,:LD,

and Regular Student's to Peers, Teachers, andkides

ource DF "SUm of F Value PR)F.'

Squares

Placement (BD, LD, Reguiar), 637.22222222 ,2.38 0.0971

Source '(Peer', Teacher, Aide). .2 368:68888889 20.06 0.0001*

Placement X Sou'rce 3 10,72.33888889 2.67 0.'0501
.

*p<.05

Hypothesis stated that there would Lno significant

ween BD, LD and regular students (i.e.,differenc

placeme r 1°. in the frequency of negatiVe interactions directed

towar eers, teachers, and aides (i.e., source). An analysis

of negative statements from students to others revea ed signi-

ficant effects for placement, .source', and interaction (Table. 2).

A visual, display of the interaction effect (Figure 1) 'reveals

.Table 2,

OA
ANOVA of the 'Frequency of Negative Statements from BD, LD,

and Regular Students to Peers, Teachers, and Aides

Source
4

DF Sum of
Squares

F Vaaue' PR >F

Placement (BD, LD, Regular)

Source (Peer, Teacher, Aide)

Placement X Source

2 .646A8888889 7.94 0.0006*

2 '1554.48888889 19.28 0.0001*

3 410.06666667 '3.39 0.0204*

1cp<.05

a



that BD (R =11.;73) andLD ='117871) teachers received4'

,signiflcantly hiigher:number..ofnegative statements than peers,

aides,,Or regular education teachers. The mean frequency of

negative comments'directed,913D aides (X = 4.07) , LD aides

(X = 4.07) , BD peers. (X = 1.67), LD peers (X = 2.73),-regular

peers OC = 1A7), and regular teachers (X =
4
1.67) did not

differ significantly.

6

4

2 teacher

peer

BD LD Regular

STUDENTS

Figiire 1. Mean frequency of negative Statements by BD, LD

and regular students directed toward.peers,

teachers and aides.

Hypothesis 4 stated that there would be. no significant

differences between BD, LDS and regular students (i.e., place-
._

ment) in the frequency of positive statements received from

peers, teachers, and aides (i.e., source). As Table 3 indi-

cates, an ANOVA on the frequency of positive statements .froM

peers, teachers, and aides (i.e., source) to students reveals

a significant main effect for source. Duncan's test .4ndicated
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that BD. teachers (X 7 4.27), LD teachers = requliar

!
teachers (X = 4c20), and LD aides (R = 4.47) emitted signifi-:

'cantly. more positive `statements to stu nts 4114Cnclid,BD

(X.= 1.53) )hridPers:,-. The three groupsof teachers did-not

differ significantly, nor did Bp peers (R = .0.00), LD peers

(R = 0.00), and regular peers "(X = 0.133).

Table 3

ANOVA of the FreqUendy of Positive-Statements,to BD, LD,

and Regular Students from Peers, Teachers, and Aides

Source DF Sum og
Squares

12' Valuc, PR>F

Placemeiat,(BD, LD, Regular) 2

Source (Peer, Teacher, Aide) 2

Placement X ource .3

3.48888889 0.13 0..8761

317.15555556 12.04 , 0.0001*

"33.71111111 0.85 0.472

*p<.05

Hypothesis '5 stated that there would be no significant

differences between BD, LD,.and regular students (i.e.,

placement). in the frequency of neutral statements received

from peers, teachers, and aides (i.e., source). Analysis of

neutral statements irorvpeersi teachers, and aides to students

indicated signifiCant.effects for placement, source, and

interaction (Table-4)-.- A,graphic display of the mean frequency

of neutral statements from others is displayed in Figure 2.

The mean frequency_ of neutral statements emitted by BD teachers

(R = 42.53) was significantly higher than for all others. The

mean, frequency of neutral statements emitted by LD teachers

O



Table 4
..-.

AMOVA of-the'Frequency'of Neutral StatementS to BD, LD,
.., _

-.
;

land R.egular StudentS FromPeers,'Teachers,' and AideS
,

.

-62

.1

Source DF ,Sum of Is
Squares

F VelUe PR>F

° PlaCement '(BD, LD, Regular) 2 2054.86666667 4.91 0.0090*

Sources (Peer, Teacher, Aide) 2 11851.02222222 28.32 0.0001*

Placement X Source 3 3184.28888889 ,5.07 0.0026*

* 134.05

(R = 24.67) was.significantly higher than for peers,. The mean

for . &D aides (5-C = 18.47), regular teachers (X =.1.7.,40).,and LD

aides (x = 16.47) was significantly different than the mean for,

regular peers = 6.90) and BD peers (R = 4.00) but not for LD

peers (X = 7.20):.

>" 28

z0j 24

c1 20
-LU
cc 16

12

8

n 4

.PEER TEACHER AIDE

SOURCE

Figure 2. Mean freqUency of neutral statements to BD, LD,

and regular students from pe4rs, teachers, arid

aides,

72



Hypothesis '6 'stated :that there would be 4 significan

63

differences between. BD, LD, an6-regular students (i.e.,.

V

placement) in the frequency Of .negative stateAgnts received
.

from peers,%teachers,and'aides (i.e., source) '. The ANOVA,

on negative statements from peers, teachers, and ai'des.to

students yielded a significant .interaction effect (Table 5):

Table 5'

ANOVA on the Frequency of 4pgative Statements to BD, Lif
.1P.

and Regular Students from'Peers-, Teachers, and Aides

Source, DF Sum of .F Value PR>F
Squares

Placement (BD, LD, Regular) 2 0.06666667 0.02 0.9847

Source .(Pee2,:Teacher, Aide) 2 11.416666667 2.66. 0.0743

Placement X Source -20.17777778 3:12 0.0285*

*p.05

However, pOst-hoc analysissdi4d.not reveal significant individual

differences. A graph of the mean frequency of comparison state-

ments received from peers, teachers, and aides is displayed in

-Figure 3. Although the graph Suggests a tendency for' BD

1:teachers (X = 1.2), LD teachers. (X 1.2) , BD aides (X =

and regular peers (X = 1.2) to respond at a higher rate than

others, this difference was not significant.

Pearson Product Moment Correlation

Hypothesis 7 stated that the frequency of statements given

by BD, LD, and regular students to peers would not correlate

with the frequency of positive statements given by peers to
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PEER TEACHER. AIDE

SOURCE

Figure 3. Mean frequency of negatiye statements to BD, LD

and regular students from peers,

aides..

teachers, and

64

students.. The correlation between positive Verbalizations-

from students to peers and_from,peers to students was not

significant (r = .057). The frequency of thiS behavior

very 1)w (X student = .:17778,SD = .67623 X peer
\

SD = .41216.P,

Hypothesis tated that positive

BD; LD and regular students

'positive statements given by

Verbalizations from stUdents

Was

= .08889,

statements given.

to teachets would correlate /ith

teadhetto students.,.Positive

torNteache'ts and from teachers to

stadents, were not sigpificantIy correlated (r = .241), The

rate of this behavior was much lower f13t students than teachers
4

(X students(=-4333, SD = :4; X-teachet = 4.7,3,33,.. SD = 3..8203).

Hypothesis 9 stated that negative statements given by BD

LD; and regular. students to Peers would correlate witn-negative

statements

statements

given by peers to students Comparisons afnegative
. %.

from students to peers and from peprs to students.



resulted in a moderate"and significant positive correlation

= p.05). The frequency Of thiS behavior was low'.

,fo both groups, but slightly higher,for students than peei.s

(R student = 1.8222, SD = 2.7752; X peer = .7556, SD ,= 1.7532).
0>.

Hypothesis 19. Stated that negative statements givenipy BD.'

LD, ,and regular students to teachers would not correlate with

negative statements given by teachers,to stude1,10. Negative

statements from students to teachers and from teadhers.to

studentsyielded
M4
a correlation coefficient of .022. The rate

,
of this behavior' was much higher for students than teachers

(X. student = 8.4222, SD = 10.0321;-R teacher = .8889-, SD =

(1.3037)..

Conditional Probabilities

The conditional probabilities of various teacher responses
.o.

as,a function of student verbalizations are displayed.ih Table

6. As indiCated in this Table, negative verbalizations by

'students were most likely to be followed by no response from

teachers for all three groups. The probability of negative

student verbalizations being followed by negative eacher

responses was very low/ st gesting-that teachers'i nore.
I

negative student statements rather than respond reciprocally.

111111 tral student verbalizations we're also followed most often

by no response, but the probability of neutral response was

also fairly high. BeHavior disordered teachers differed some-
.

what;frOm 'regular teachets in that Bp_teacherswere most
. .

likely to respbnd to neutral Verbalizatione'with neutrality
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.Table 6'

First -Order Conditional PrAabilities of Teadher

Responses Given A Student Verbalization

Group

Teacher Response

Positive Negative Neutral No Response

Positive Verbalization

BD

hD

Regular

Total.

.50

.40

.50

1.00

.60

Negative Verbalization

BD .02 .01 .16 .81
I

LD .01 -...02 .96 .91.

Regular
s,

Total

.,,

.01, ..01

.08

.11

.92

s.'67.

Neutral Verbalizationn,

BD --- .09 :41 .51 -09

.21 .01 .39' .39
.6

'
Regular 15 '.15 .7.0*

Total . ..15:
0

01 ..38 .47'

rather thah no response. Regular teachers were much more

likely, to emit no response tb neutral Verbalizations. Positive

verbaliqations fromostudentsere so_infrequent that this data
.

did not allow statistical anaiysiS.
4

The cohdi*rional pAbabilities--for.,student. ,tesponses

following ateach'er verbalization are listed .in able 7. These
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Table 7

First - Order Conditional Probab'ilities of Student

ResponseS Given a 'Teacher Verbalization

A Student Response It_

Group Positive

Posi'ive Verbalization
a

BD

LD

Regular

Total

Negative Verbalization

BD

LD

Regular

Total

Neutral Verbalization

BD .01

LD .01
p.

"Regular'

Negative Neutral No Response

1 .08

.02

.03

.92

.98

1.00

.97

.17

.17

.22

.17

'.25

.61*

.66

.75

.65
9V

.03

:01

.41

-72
.

.26

.19

'Total .01 .02

-5(9

data suggest that polsitive teacher'verbalizations were not

responde&to iri a reciprocal manner as all three gr6ups of

students -usually reacted to positive verbalizations With no '

response.. Likewise, n gative verbalizations were not responded
e

to in a reciprocal-manner by students as-studerltsvere most

I . 77
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likely to display no response to tiv.e verbaliz'ations.,,,6

Neutral.Verbalitzations by teachers were responded to

.differehtly for BD students as compared to LD.and regular

students. Behavior disorder students were more likeay to

emit no, verbal response to neutrallteacher verbalization's,
tt

-/While LD'and regular studePtg"responded with neutral

statements.

Table 8 displays the conditional probabilities for peer'''

responSes foklo4ing'student verbalizations. The most

frequent peer response following student verbalizations waS

mo response, This was true regardless of.the type of

student verbalization, although neutral verbalizations were

more likely to be follbwed by a(peutral response thanwere

positive and negative verbalizations.. The conditional

probabilities were very similar forall three groups of

peers in all instances.

Table 9 displaysc.theconditional probabilities f a?

responses following peer verbalizations. Data in

le 9 are very simia.ar to data in Table 8, as one would

expect. The most likely.response following a peer verbaliza-
.

tion was no statement; however, neutral verbalizations were
A

P

also likely t /be followed by neutral responses. .Behavior

disbrdered, learning disabled, and regular students responded

in a very similar.manner with the exception that1D.students

tended to respand)to negative verbalisations with more

negative and neural Statements.

The conditional probabilities af,BD.and LD aid s
7 .

4
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Table 8`
4

First-Order Conditional Brobabilities -of Peer
i A

Responses. Givens a Student Verbalizatilo

Peer Response

Group Positive I\Tgative Neutral No Response

Positive Verbalization

BD_ 1.00

LD, 1.00

Regular 1-00

Total 1.00

Negative Verb zatiOn

BD

.LD

.04

.-) .02

.08

.13

.88

.85

Regular .06 .13 .81

Total .04 .11 .85

Neutral Verbilization ,

BD' .01 .44 .52

LD .35

Regular .05

"Total .02

114

,L

4

wsponses to student verbalizations are listed in Table
4

As Table 10. indicates, BD and LD ai.des W'ere-very'similar Both

were most ltikeiy to reepond to negative verbalizations with no

response, -and were' most likely to respond to neutral verbaliza-
,

tions with neutral, response's. The only difference-between,
I .
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Table 9

First-Order Conditional Probabilities of Student.

Responses Given a Peer Verbalization'

Group

Positive Verbalization
m.

BD

LD

Regular

Total .

Student Response

Positive 'Negative Neutral No Response

Negativ6' Verbalization

BD 1.00

LD .17 '1'17 ,

.10

Regular .06 .94

Total .03 :06 .91
, .

. Neutral Verbalization

BD. .03' --.41 .56

LD .03 .46 .50

Regular .04 .04 .44 .48

p Total .g4. .44 .51

4,

these groups as that LD aides wete.Slig tly more likely to

respond positively,..tolpoth negAt'ive and neutral verbalilations:
0

Positive verbalization's were nothcludd in the. analysis

becauSe of the infrequent. occurrence Of this behavior.

Table 11 displys the conditiohal prdabilities,of studen ,
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Table 10

First-Order ConditionalProbabilities of Aide

Responses Given 'a Student Verbalization
: .,.,

Group Positive

Aide jtesponse
. .

Negative Neutral No Response

Positive Verbalization

BD

LD

.

r

Tptal .1

Negative Verbalization

BD

. LD

Total

..02

llr
.06

.05

.04

. .

.24

.20

.22 .6S 1.

Neutral Verbalization'

BD

LD

Total

.09

.28

.02

.56

,41

.32,

.31,

responses to.BD and LD aides verbalizatior. Although.BD.and

LD studentS were similar

.response'ibpositive-and
nq

in theirlikelihoopOf
.

.,.inegatve verbalizations, Thereviere '
,

'

some noticeable differences betw.een these two groOps of
, -

students. ,Beha for -diso4.dered:students were more likely.thah.'

01studenfts to ,"respond .n .a

-mentsi. and more likely. to respond in a negative- manner to

neutYalsMa:nner to positive State:-

-
negative statisiments. -earning stU,

, 5

. .

entt,icin the ,
t b

0 1....: ,, .A
.

P

.



er hand?
2

emitted more neutral responses'to, neutral

erbalizations' than 'did BD students.

Table' 11

First-Or6er Conditional Probabiliti:e o? Student

Responses Given an Aide VerbaliZation

0.

72

J

Group

TosjItiveVert)alization

BD

LD

. Tdtar

NegatiVe 'Verbalization

BD

Total

Neutral Verbalization

a,

'Total

,

----, .01

.06

70.3

.05

Student Response

:PositivAlegative Neutral No Response

. .36,-p . .64

.02 .14 .84

.01 .20 .79

.40 .60

.25 .75

.29 .Q7 ;

.42 .52

.65 .31

.53 ,42

,

Frecaueney ancLPerpentage.of Specific

Table

Target Behaviors

.12-displays the, frequency ,a.nd.perAentage of the

target'be. aviors summed across placeMent groups (i.e., BD,. LD,

...- ... .

. . anr l). The data ndicates that "no'respanse- was a
: , ,:,...

Iar

..,,,
'.' I-0.9 frequencyfbehaVxtir regardlesS of-the4burce of the.

, 4. . I .:",

. in*.etetion Xi.e., St.Udent, teachers, aides,
.

and peers)- It



Behavior

Table 12

Frequency.and Proportion of 'specific .Tarqet
4

]BehaViors Summed Across Groups .

To P ei To Teacher - TQ'

IP

to

r

From Teacher From Aide From Peei.
aUtral ''(70) .14 (20) ..l (13) -.01 . (15). .01 (4) .011 (60Y- .11
raise .(5) *.01,:, (6) *.01 (2) ..,01 (204). -.10 MT ..09I (2) *.0I
ssist (7) .01 - (2) *.01 (0) .00. (4) _01 (19)- .02 (2))..01
astruct (60) .12- 1). .01 (8) .01 (695) ..33 (287) .34 (55) .10
aswer .., (54) -,11 '(c (258) .31 -(176) .08 (53) .06 (72) .13
lestion (70) .14.12630Z. .13 (119)

(0)

.14'

.00
(392)

(1)

(13)

.19
*01.
*.01

(159) .19'
(0) .00

.(16) .02

(70) .'13

'(0)% .00
(5) *.01,

(21) .04

apathy (1) .00--74b1, .00
is.approve (10) .02 T3) *,01 (5) *,01
isrupt (63.)''..12 (290 14 (84 10 (0). .00 (0). ./MT"

Dmmand (5) .*.01 (3) *.01 (1) 1
3

(21)
(5)

-.01

*Al
(10)- .01 (11. *.01

) '.01Dmpiain. (5) .01 .(38)- .02 (26) (0),. AO
aferysive (6) .01 MI ..02 (31) .04 (a) .00 (0) .00 t )°"*.01

:-,:fuse J:_ .(0) .00 (5) '*.01 (3) *.01 (0) .00 (1) -*.OI (0)4t.00
areateh -.- (1) 4..00 (0) .00'7(0) .00 ' (0) . .00 (0) .00 (0).00
D'xesponse(155) .30. (626) .31 (294) .35. (577) .27 (212) .25 (2-41).45 1
DTAL :(507) 2008) (844), (2103). (832) - (536)..

.

15.1essjthan-

A e

12



.

should be noted,14owever.,' that no judgement should be placed

.onthe-appropriateness-or inapproprialeness Of "no response".

"No response" reflects only -the end of the conversation and

does not suggest that-stateMents requiring a responSe were

ignored. Excluding the "no response" catego the highest

percentage of teacher and aide verbalizationd were "instruct"
_ -...

followed by "question".. The highest percentage of student

verbalizations were "answer" and "question", althoUgh-a higI

perCentage,of "neutral" statements were directedto peers.

The highest percentage of negative behaviors emitted by

'students was."disrupt"-. Positive verbalizations an8most
-

negative verbalizations, other than "aisrupt", were relatively..

infrequent.

Tables 13,I4 ,- and 15 indicate the frequency and perbentage'

of specific target behaviors according to student placeMent.

.., i ;

.

Generally, all the groups of students"were comparable in
-,x_

o.

ihavng a low frequency of specificpositive,behaViors and of
...

, 40. . -14,
,

.

.

speCific nd.gative-behavibts;, with-the ception of ';disrupt".,
, -

4
.

,

'Regular students were relat'ivelyilow in "question" and

,,
relatively high in "instruct" in.doMpRrison to BD, anclLD

7
students in statements directed to `peers. ' They were;alsb

relatively low on-"diSrupt" types'-o ementS directed' to'.
,

-:

peetS and-teachbrs, eSpebially iniodnidering the frequency

ofAhis behavior. Behavior disoglered:StkidentS,.in'inter!-'' ,'

actions with 'teachers,' Weirerat,lyelY<115w ir'arisuger!':arid"-.'

high in "h6-response"...h:dVidrdisjordered'AfideAs arcked °:

, I .

'.;conSidergbly:mote "61Uestidpns".'from'teachers.,"tha4lko.eina



Behivior

t-

To Peer

Table- 1

equency and Proportion pf. Specific

Target Behavi9x,V1ToT BD Stadenta

To Teacher gTo ,A de From Teache From- Aide From P er
ieutral (5)- .04 (14') l t6) 1 (7 w.01-* (3) . .01 -; (11) '.09'

'raise. (2) .01 (2) *".\Of (0) . .00 (64) .07 (16) .04 (2 ..02
,ssist (0) .00 (2) . 4:01- coy _.00 (4) 4.01 (8) .02 (0) #.00.
:nstruct F13) .10 (13) .01 (7) .02, (229). .27 '1142) :3'5 171 ...05

Alswer '(14) -.11 (218) .22 (104_ ,25 ' (128). .15 (29) .07 (21) .1.7

Luestion ( 24),-- .18 (194) .19 (74) .1.8 (169) .20 (83) .20 (2g.) :17
ympathy (0) ,.00' (0). .00 (0) x.00 ., (1) 4.01 (0) .00 W. .00
dsapproVe (6) .05 (3) *.01 . (4) ..01 (6). .01 (14) .03 (1) *41
atrupt' (15). .11 (127) .13 (16) .134 (0) 4.00, (0), .00 (4) .03
:ommand (0) .00 13) 4.01 - (1) 4.01 (8) ...01 (4). .O1 11) 4.01
,omplain (3) .02 '(30) .03 (21) . 5- (3) *.G1 40) .00 (2) , .02
lefensive (1).4.01 (23). .02 (13) .03- (0)-,.# .00 (0) .00 (1) 4.01
efuse (0) .00 (5) 4..01 (3) *..01 (0) .0:0 (1). 4:01 'a: (0) .00
..hreaten (0) .00' (0) .00 (0) .0.0 .- (0) .00' (0) -00 '(-0) .00
Lo response , (48) .37W69) -,.37 (163) .40 (241 .,.28 :(105). '.26 /(56) .44
'OTAL ,.(1,31) (1003) (409) (860) (405) (127)-:

*less than

4



Behavioi' T

Table 14

Fequenc.:17;and, proportion,: of SpeCifiC
.

Target Behaviog s for LD Students'
V1

Pee To Teaciitri ide Fr, ro Teacher Fi-om-".A.ides From Peer
neutral (39) .16 -(4) *.0-1 '`;(7).... ...02 ' -(6)- .01 -(1).0- -:00- . (24.) 4 . .10
praise (1) *.01 (42) *.01 -:i-t-2) *.01 (72), -.11 (557 _.13 (0..4.A,,.00
a:Ssist . (0) .00 ,.; (0) .00 .(0) (0) .00 (11.1 -.03 (2)TY;b1
instruct . (18) .08. (4) *.01. ; (1) *.01 (252) .39 (145) 134 (29)-:.12
answer . . (35) .15 (2781 .1:43 (155) .38 :(25) .04 (211). .06 ".(35) .15.
question. (19) .16. ,(31) .05. (47) ' .1 Alb (102) .16 . (76) .18 (19) -.08

sympthy 0 0) *..01 (0) .00 , (0) .004w. (o) ..-oo I., .(0) .00 (0) .00
disapprove -- (2) .01 (0) .00 (1) *.01 (6) % 'Al 1 '(2) *.,01 (2) *.01
digrut,t - (41) .1.7 (141) .22 .(38) ` :09 (0) .00.1 (0) .00 (4) .02
ommand u . (0) .00 (0) .00 (0) .00 (10) .o (6) .01 (0) .00

complain .(2) .01 (7) .01 (5.) :01, f2) '*-.01 (0) .00 (0) .00
defensiVe (4) .02 _(12). .02 (18) . .04, (0)1'..00 (0) .00 ,, (0) .00
reftise -(0). .00 (0) .00 (0) .00 (0) .00 . (0) -.00 (0') .00.

threaten (0) .00 (0) .00 (0) .00 (0) .00 (0) .00 (0) .00'
no response (55) .23 (160.': ..25 (131)

"1405)
.32

°

(169.) -.26
(644)

, (107)
(427)

.25 .(123)
(238)

.52
TOTAL .. (237) (639



Table 15

Frequency and Proportion Of Specific&

Target Behaviors for Regular, ,Students

Bnhai di'. 'To Pee* To Teacher 'f"ro Aide From Teacher Froin- Aide , From Peei-
ieutrar- '120 ';'.:1#1, (10) .03 (2) *-.01 1 '125) .15
)raise, (2)- :. ::--01 ....,(-2) '*.-01 .. (68) .14 (a) :00'
tssast,:;:i ,, (7),' .05 (0) .1)0 (0) .00 (0) .00
,:nstruc, ...-`'..,' (2,9,.)..,,_.R2,0, (4) -41 (114) -.23 4 (19). .11
it!fsuilliu.,,..!: .- '15). :0.3, .(19-8) ,. S3

-..,:.-111

(24) .05 (16), _ -.i-69,

jueAllEon ',:(,,.-7)f !---,=L:..- , :. 7 .( 3 8)
-; (0) -4'001 (.0.) -.00

'
..

(121) .24
. (0) .00 -

(30) :. -8
(0) :.00sympathy

lisapprove ..,:,(2) ' wr--:s-.4 0) mt, (1) ,,, O0 (2) ".01
lisrupt it;(4(.7):.;05 (-2-3' .

,),
... (0) .aQ _ .08,

;:ornmrnAnd -:-(5) .03-, (014.k-0. -,' (3) *.vn ..
(0) .oa

:.omplain (o) '::oo (.1) . 01 - (0) .00; . - (a) .00
lefensive (2) .01 (2.) *.Q1 (0) .00 -'(4) .02
refuse. ":' (0) -.,00- (0) .00 (0) . .00. (01 ..00
threaten ..icly *..o1 (0) .00 (0) , oq _ .:: .(0) .00 .
lo response ,,,,c52) :' .36 (97), :26 (16 ) ..33 -,-.-..i4'. (62) .36.

-I..-.:POTAL ,,: (145Y .(375),, .*:- .. 5411- ""' ,., ,(171)

*ess than 4;
a



regular students, -In other' behavior categories LD, BD, and

regular students were very simllar.

.

In comparing- teaCher- verbalizations ,
2

'

to emit relatively more "instruct".statements, whi.e BD

chers tended

.teachers (lave a highet' percentage of "answers". Reguleir

teachers were not eipec high' or, low' in dny category in

comparison tOBD and Lb teachers,. In .the area of weer
. 0. .

s_ veKbaliz4t'ions, LD peers hah* percentage of "no
+A. ; .1

. : , 1

response,'" to students tht.h, c
0

,...11egular _peers, and they had a
.. ,

loW-Tercentage Of "qu'estions" to stud,ents in comparison to
,

BD and regular peers Finally, i seateme_nts from.sstudents
..

to aides and 'from ailhes to"stu4ents, BD and LD groups werf

veey 5imiIar . .-1, - ,

, i',

,-. .

.. r ,

. ,

- ,
`Summa4

-

;Although , there were no significant

,end regular students in positive

AR others, piS and LD students 'did emit significantly

differences between,

. -

statements direeied

.

A

1iiegat ye ements to :teachers than did regular r
..

students. Behavior disordered and LD students also. emitted

signiticantyy,jno4e negative statements ,to teachers than;ta -. .J.,

Is,

,a'id4 or*p
.,

)s, r
-i- *: i qr = ' '','

v ,

-e. egular. sltudens4espOnderd eq%ialiy to
..., .. _ . , .

__ .
,

teachers' dncl yelp. .211.terms,%of 'neural' statements, the ...7';',t-':
4, 74

.., ,

three gr:olipg. rtigti ded eag,4&11,yas .:all ree grpups: tepd,,O. to
.

.

e7

- . . , ..

. :.. , _ -.:

emiVM6i.e --/eutral -5:atempiWS,,,..t,,o teachers hn'to. WiSslq*..."*aiad -,- .

- , :1. ,, . ,, .. - "7., . .., - ,' ..? ' 4 . -

11(A.ef.tb 4 al: 1..taU to pees. ;
. . L,

_
-. 4-;Vne-i ,..grpup4, of, skudent:s ,dial not-- diffe in ternis 'of -.;:, 0,

N

: -' , ,24..- .. , rlik.1 4.1 , , ...... . . . 0 ,.
.

. I .
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t,
'

L

positive or necjative statements received from others with the
excepol that LD students received more positive. statements
from aides than' did BD students. Th three groups of
students did diffeshowever, in terms of neutral comments.

.Behavior disordered studelks received significantly more
, 0.

1neutral comments from their teaChers than did LD and
studen

t'Positive statementSbetween 'students-and teachers and
1istudents and peers did, not .correlate

regular

, -

between
I t .

..
nor -did ne'gative statements- between stud s and teachers%- ,---.

.. to.
However, negative statements betWeefiAS is and peers did

. al,
significantly: correlate, suggerti the ";reciprocalthe reciprocal nature. of

1 , ; c . '. -...

negative interactions between s ents aza, peesr,:. - "
.. -.;.,..

4
Data on the conditional probabil.ity,;of one. statement.. .

4

C.

Ir"

. .
:, ..given a pievious' statement indicated that stli,clent reSpoltses-0

.-. - ,.....,,P

werefsimilar for 'BD, LD, and regular students..: Alsb Stlident

responses .dr.d. not vary,grea:tly across the source of the:
. k 4- g ... - ,intertaction (i.e. , teachers, aides, :Aha-pee'),. . .

e , _ v" iiT _

. .-:Stderft. "no-.response" was a high.15.;vbabllity i.eiponse
..,,i I .

i A . . .'...
for all three 4.roupsirregardless of type i-(ii.,,, "posilit

',

.>
ha ,

A.'AI . nege`tivQ, or';'neutral) or. source of i.twera.bions. --Thesoto .. , od'. . . ,4,,z-result 'uggest 'a i'ery "Soi-t. or riff pattern .bf.inteya,ptinits' ..c, .
.,. ..-., .. live :r "i 1

,
..., ; 4. n ',"1-} e 'ClaSs!rOdrn. Ch S f t ee or More v:erbalilatfigns !,, iir.!, , . . , ,,,
, -. ,: t- .. N.; .. , '. *

..WP.r0 ,q?/17:' retT;' 4"A.
r.

0
ba . IV/ . 1 / , .1 t .,

. ,.''
.1. A

i. '.itliatra.i....e.S.p9ns. by 'sku-dentS ,fgere.,alisti .3451-0,,p e ' ''"

1,, ,. 'Apy. :1:1).:. I F. ,z A. .4,f litol"

. ,

,, _ft: r"
.

VII 1 s4
to? ,.."'''' -

.- '' 4 4/ °. J. ..ef i?P Ifa y.. LI fic,tirati a]: verba1.1e.i4iS.:4-.*- ..-. ,!,.t
4, ' , ,..'k
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m

by students to others was relatively rare,- however;, the

conditional probb.bility of a negative student, response was

' highest following negative v6rbalization front others.

For example, BD students were especially likely to emit a
,

negative verbalization in response to; a negative statement

from.
A

Teacher, aide, Land peer responses to student verbali-
.

zat ons were very s,imU,ar to' each other and weretsimilar
,

Y student responses to others: ea aides, and .pegs
,

were most lils0-ly to emit no reSponse. to student verbalizatigps,
ve.

..
, ...

while the 'conditional probabilities of posit4 .anil negative
--.. ,

:resporles, were very low. 1
. . ,

- -

The frequency and percentage of-specific"target
_--.

. . , , ,

...... . _

verbaliz-.W-tions indicated en at the highest pe'rcentage of .!:7;

teacher andlaide verbalizationS:were "instuc" ahoi,-"-question".
,

Specific positive
,.

and negative verbala_zat ons were infrequent,
ti

:,- 4 ,
Of the student target verbalsiz4ions)- "answer" and "question"'

,' .111*,:.,

had a, high' perdentag.e of occurrence as did "instruct". and
..*; : F

"'neutral" .statEimenfs 'to peers. Also, "disrupt" statemerits had;
... ,

..

7. ..

1 :
I " .. .,'

a high percentage of occurrence (although the percentage was
.* ..,..

, % ;-'--- .kilr -' , 1lower for regular students than : for BDIcrold 1.1D students :. ..
.t.

-4g,-,
' c ,-, ...t; 4. ,;/- .. : 4 °. :

S PO cri'f i..0.! it[ive--aand. I-ie.:let q,..gtaterawas other that -",disrupt", .

., 1{-
.. .

4
Were irtf`rOquen

./.
- ,! At' ; - 4 , 4e' ',

I;i ji '
; - 7 i.. .

,r ., t

e '''1.- q *.' ..: , r, ,

./, ° P. I
4' A' . '., . ", i;4. i, ;

. . ,
,1 it-- . .

A: fee.

-. ,4 4
:4 4.4 it. ,

1/ ; ','N v. .,..4,

M'
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Summary

The puipose of this_study was to compare -the Peer and

teacher verbal interactions of behavior-,diSordered
/'

learning disabled .(14D)., and regular education students-, -The
.

Study was most. Cbricerne4,with.how the three types of students:
,

differedintheir interactions,-and how:thpir verbalizations

influenced the verbalizations, of their peers, teachersArand

teacher's aides (i.e. .,.the reciprocall.hature of imteracions)

A. total of,45 students, 15 from each of three diagnostic

grups' (LD.,J3D, regular education) and their peers,,teac4ers,

an teacher'r aides were observed to assess. their verbal'.

interactions. A behavior observation instrument was designed.
4 .

to monitor :(I) 'the frequency, of 14 target behavior's, ).the

directiOn Of-the interaction (i,e., given to or reCelved.e%'.
s

from), ana-(c), the status of "the party involved in the'inter--

action (i.e., peer, teacher, aide), Tlie results indicated

thatib and LD'stddepts emitted,Si§nificantly mo;e4gative
-

'tatements to teacher's than 'did regular education students..

o

.e"

he three grotips of. Students .did not differ in terms of

,positive-ah(0..lheUtral t' nts towards others orAjl.terms
.

of, 'negative 4tatememt§::tp is andkaideS,,*- Tealrf Bp.
-

'44 tudants .emitted significan "more neutral sttfmehts to,"their.
A ,

#,

studets'.'than .did LD "and regular teallPe.-±'S bpt tht three,-groups
,i,,ii ..i.',, -,.. . 4- ,:,,,A. , N ,"? , .. ,. ..0 . 't....-!1

'.4,,-
-co'f',, echers dicr.ndt -digtifer-:afnpositive .-an ne5 tiy4rsatementS
,,:l t4..: ii,t .'

- .'
-. ,

.

...- : .

. 2 -



directedto students.' -The three gro ps oiApeers and IUD:and

LD a s not ailfer in. posit ;:negativEk, and'nelltr,a1

statements emitted withithes,exception that LD aide's lmitted.,

more positive statemeift to' their student than BD A

correl; ional analysis in sate hat pee responded in
. :

eqiproc eVo,stvdent negative verb liza.tions..)
: . .

-v-
-

.

Teachers did:riot:respond in a reciprocal manner to either
. .

Apositivq..or negative-student Verbalizations,. nor did peers

82 -

.respondTto-palpitive student verbalizations in a reciprocal
.:,

manner-:. FitSt-order,conditional probabilities- (i,.e,,'_the
..

prdbabilLty of 0 statement b.eing- e4Ove-d,byiOselected
. . .

.

..e. 4
response) indicated that BD,LD, and regular s'tUdents

t

responded to others in a similar manner. .Likewise,.Ae
...

three groups o teachers were simila. r in fieir responses to

students. In all groups, positive, negativet: and-neutral

statements' were most likely to be followed by7the-absence

of a responseifor a neutrVreSponse. In teAtof specific

target verbalizations,' theThighest, perdentege of teacher,and'.-

aide' verbalizations were "instruct" and. "question" Positive'

and negative' teacher VerbaliZationS were' infrequent. Pfa.the

stUden target.verb)lizationS; "answer".and""guestion" had a

!",

high percentage of rrence'as did "!thstruct/;.and "neutral"

stater4-tts tO peers. *Alsci., ,statements had a high

perlevegtag-0.f. occ4rrence, althougri the..-b.drcentage was lower;,
.

for regular thanfor and"LD-students..--. Specific-positiVe.

and negative .SE'6Aent-sta:blemen,ps-other than "disrupt" were



4

Tdscussion

In teErns of general classes of behavior, D. and LD "
.,

students were very similiir: They did'riot differ signifi-.
, ,ir .- .

% . ..
cantly in. terms of positive ,:41egative , -or neutral -statements

.

emitted. .However, BD and LD'stUdents did. display some

:7 .1
differences. in comparison to regular students. The-present

0%5'

study revealed res.ults consistent with previous literature
. ,

(Bryan, Wheeler, & felcan, 1976; Bryan & Bryan, 1978; Ratish "4-

1960) suggesting that BD and LD students engage=

-
more verbalizatios of a neg tive.nature,in comparison to

4

regular students-. It appea, s as though 'the rate of negative

verbalizations, distinguishes special- om nbrihandicapped

Students, but.iedOes" not distinguish between BD and LD

students. For bath BD and LD students, the rate of vnega t i

verbalizations was low for specific negative statements A'

except "disrupt". Specific negative statements such as

4"commanding", "complaiting", threatenirW, disapproving"

"retisipg"; and;"delensiVe" were very ;infrequent'for both

gr ups of special students, "Disrupting", on the other

nd, was a fairly frequent verbaliiWtion for both groups.

reover, for both groupS,':teachesdere the most frequent

reipientsof. 'disrupting" verbalizations. _Regular students
.

4,
diSplayed'a similar pattern of responding in that "disrupting"

verbalizations were the most freqUently emitted negativd:,.,

.verbaliz4tion; howevethat'distinguishedspecigl and regular
. ,

:

students. was the low- freq v of.disrUptin4" StatementS-
b,

4
egiitied by^ tegu at' students in. Comparisoftt.o.Special students.-

.
.

4 - -

. k.. s,66,- '- --'"f. 0a., +. , .
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Srl
_ Thervere also .similarities=between Special and regular

At.-
studentStin-,terms of general_ behavior as the three groUps did...

not diffet..111 terms of positive or neutral statements. emitted.
. . .

... _ _

1.-.Interpreation of the "results reg ding .pqsiti've-statements-,,is
iat

difficult because of theiqfrequen nature of this behavior.

However, if' the result' on poSi:tiverbalizations are valid,
.

these findings-would suggest that this is not a' °fa,ctor-which

-distinguishes: special and`nonhandicappedstudents...Although
, ,.

special students are More negative dsn their inferadlons with
.

teachers, they are not less positive.
.

Previous reSCarch on po§.itiye interactions is notreadily
t

althou resedrch:hascomparda handicapped
, .

-and nonhandicappe stunts positive peer interactions: The

majority -of. this resew has faired to firid significaflt

differenueS-between speCial-nd regular students in -their
4

.
-* , ...

positive'
interactions,. with peers(Bryan & Bryan, 108; Bryan,

,
0 ..

Donahue, .& Pearl; 1981; :Bryd4 ,S, Pflatm.,, ,1978; Bryan, Beier,
.

, .

.
..,

. .- . _.

-,Yelcan, & Tomacene, 197,4,,r.° -However-, the results'are' not' ,

,

entirely conclusive as two .studies (Rausii.et:al., .1960;. RauSIot
r ,--

:,.. 4,. . .44,
-,

1. '....
1965) hypera4gresSi,Ve bovS',?to be s=ignificantly less

7,

.. .

, ..

. ,
.

friendly than nonaggreSslve' contAls.

-Statements .from teachers were'sMilar foY BD, D, and

regular teachers. -The three groups.10ktesadher didlAot diffrd

'in f5osg ti Ve or negative Statement sto.stupents. In.neutral;,

:.satement.s..:,to-stulOts therOWersomediffer,Onde6. Behavior,
Ai ' . A -

0,

aiSOrdqted-:te:achers Were. 1ikeWA411. T.49 %261d
4 ;

,#.7 .

acecs to emit neutrai,Varblizations. nildings.Af no

,

4:

T:

_ ..14



signifidant aiff rendes between pecial and regular "Rdudatkoh..
teaphera 'in to of pds.iti -vercbaliTa.tionis is'..somewhat

1t_ t 4E.

SIMPiDriSin4 . @Me-might QXpeCi. tht .,as a result of Sraining in
.

A.. 0 1 4 1. .,.. .
- -

behavior management, .ffD and 1D teach s would engage',1n ilicir ':.
. . ,...t

positive, Xbalizations 4ts a means of social.- reinfoz-- eethent., positive. _

, . , .,. ., . .Also, the smakle . class -size-might enable special educati'9n
-, .

)L1, '
teachers to use more Po'bitive vex-hal' rei-nforcement. Howeyterk

-

- ,

this was notterthe case. Positive verbalizati;Ons Were infre,ciuent.

for , three groups of teachers, and these results are
-

consisteiit*Tith dAal from Lambie .(1918V and Fink.- (1972) which
. ,_. _

_ -
. . -revealed a 'low frequency of positiVe teacher yerbalizations- for

.. .

BD and eg.pl teachers. One possible explanation for the, low.
.

ar
4 . s

rate of po.sitiie verbafikations,. especially arito'ngl%%Speara..1
4._ -.

eaucatTon teachers may .be tlfat. special.- education ,teadhers-reiy
..

ilaeavi.ly on formally des'ignea -reinTorcement prograMs. and ,.,' ,

ta'ngible a, Q

reinforcers._ A' dorApti' praCtice Tay be to use,sticliers,
.. , . . .. .

0
4V.

, . . .
.r .

points, and free .time as reinfbfcers in daily teinfOrtement
,

. 0prograMs,' while neglecting -to informally nv..soeiaI:.prais.....
In.teractionS from,-peers ,were.,very similar. :;:to the pattekns

Pof rinteia.ctich6 from teachers., Betiavior. diSoraeret, .LD., and..,

..,o
. -.0

regular p) eet-rs: aid riot difter in positive; 4107latilt ;;, crr. n&itraJoi.
;', 0 , .7

tilts'''. estatemeneg. Moreover, these are.-simbia±.--to thy-,

ns tip f , f.e r ac to_ on.4s of i-,...ar-get st.tide-nis tow,:a'r11:s.bvprg 4 n e
,

-6 P , : ' ' 'r ..,?1,

r '7: .

t 't.i3dets fee in A:o'r

direct6d 1,t.dwar-ci u.0 r These> ,r suits are
,

i,noodsistent with pr4viOus" l'itecature on. peer Iritra.ctibrisl
(13ryri et.al. , v13ryanl :Ef. 12,-ry`a.n , 4.97 ; *114s1;1"

t:,-. :
4 ',ISrfJ ;:ri ' jf °St. .

* .. rr , 1...,& , ,
. , 'Pe ,- .. . . . ,r , tit

t
'119

%.7
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suggeSts that,pd'er interaction-s. Lp. and BD children

ob

.,..
ire more negative than:'inter'actions. of regular students. ,Tile +. ,

.0. ,.

inconsistent re.g.ufts might be due, in part, to the 'setting of
4

the Investigation. .Previous studies Wer
r i nstructure.d settings,: - In the present

'.of a highly .-structured Clas.6toom setting with
high degree .:6f stimu lus control might, have ..actehd-po minimize

in nonclassroom,

e utilization

:/

. -
accompanying

. . tdifferences betWeen greuis. Students in BD and LDS classes
have been under endiggh:.st4Mulus control to greatly reduce,

..

'negative peer interactions-. 4

Positive statements 'betWeen students and peers, and
. e

between; s'is,i.id;ents =anal teacher's did lvdt ,gorrelate, nor did
. - . r-,

necjati-ve
,
st.,aerpente, between tudents; and teachers.- However,

,...,.

may

'there Ewa ,a);,.significa0 corre/ati n in negative statement.,
between" st.ticlents and pbers. Th>RS 'or_relattiskn suggests a

reciprocaJ, nature of Anega.alr,e- e'rac4gins. betwveen,students
, 44,

and peers. 'Stokidene:'s 'wh'o i_iateA.ct -4.:1-7-64a.ti+p manner tend
..1

r.
. - ..'..: . . -

, tit), receive'- Similar negative' interactiShs from Other students.
. ,inie. f.ihling4teat .p9e,interectfon:t.,tend to be reciprocal

,, fr. .,I- :. ., . .

..is consisteint V prey s
; ,ith- l iterattire..(Charlesworth & ft

..?!.2 V ,

*1967;- Koqistein., 19424 Pattersom &- Cobb!, 197IY . However,
0. '` m,inding that -tekchers not:: respond in- a rediproCal manner

. , .

,.,..4*,somewhattAtiptri. dIng.:..Tegahers; parents (Johnsod,'
." '; .i.f!." _ . , . -,v,:pe - ,-;1970-; Wah,;14. , do not appar to 'get

4.44i1? -negati;.7e.,.interaCticins with students
-1 . --;-% ....',. -,. -, - ,! g ..,.

I. t
. .

° .` " . . , .
:,

, ..Altrio,ugh`*..:Tilent.4,,-"esiQe,Aiall,:y ana,:L emit a high-InUrnber
. os. ,

4'47; , . .; ° ' E' '9";.clif ;negative V:erbal,ization$ ,;,treac hers did. ,ncpc' 'reciprocate with
. 4 . = ,

07'

4 \

o
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negative statements. This suggests that professional

training enables teachers to avoid the interactional pitfalls

typical of parents and peers.

Data on the conditional probability of one statement

given a previous statement indicated that student responses

were similar for BD, LD,vid regular students. Also, student

verbalizations were similar in response to teachers, aides,

and peers. In general, a high probability behavior was the4

absence'of- -student lesponse to verbalizations from others..1.

Positive, negative,, and neutral teacher and aide verbaliz '

tions, and negative and neutral peer verbalizations.had-a 71,

high probability of being followed by no responSe. This Was"

true for all three groups of students. These results

suggest a very shOrt..or brief pattern of interactions in the
4

classroom. Chains of three or more verbalisations were very ,

rare. This finding would be expected given the situations

and activities surrounding data' collection.

Neutral responses by .students were also highly probable,

especially in respoIt to neutral verbalizations. Neutral

verbalizations by ,all sources, teachers, aides, and peers, r

were likely to be followed by neutral, responses by all three

groups, of students. The validity of this finding is..'

difficult to discern since previous research has not examined

the conditional probability of selected response's to neutral

verbalizations; However, the principal of reciprocity

suggests that neutral statements would most likely be

folfowed by neutral responses.

9/
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students given a-verb.

'Even negative verbali

followed by no respo.

conditional probabil

highest following neg

that negative respd

generally rare/ were

gativ
4

alizat".
lA

dents

verbalizations as op

tions. Fo4:instan ',- 4.1) nts were

negative vetbalizat
l

,,- ponse,e

from an Thiaide. ITN al

,

respon

was

sts-

ugh

gative

aliza-

emit*

nts

Sing

lf-since to respond othe oulid requ4r
-, ,,v

.

control typically agreedAVAlt/tncilia
..-

students Responding non-reciprocally,

exception rather than the norm, especia

negative verbalizations which-tend to piltindividlials

defensive.

on the

One interesting finding was that there was very little

difference between the three groups:of students in the

conditional probabilities of responses. Likewise, students

were consistent in responding across the various sources of

.x interaction (i.e., teachers, Ades, and peers) . 'This,

consistency might be attributed to the highly structured

nature of the classroom environment.- Interactions in the

i%sroom were typvally we brief, and it is likely that

interactions w- ciburc..qed. This brief



-of interactiar may have served to minimize differences in

conditional probabilities.

89

Teacher, aide, and per responses to student verbaliza-'

tions were very similar to each other and to student responses.

to. others. TIOthers, aides, and peers were most likely to: not,

respond to student verbalizations. This as true regardless

of whether the student emitted a negati or neutral statem

however, neutral student verbalizations e also highly 1 e y

to be followed by neutral responses. The conditional proba7

bility of positive and negative responses were very low in mos

instances. Again, the highly structured nature of the class-

room may have served to minimize differences.

One interesting finding regarding the conditional

probabilities of :a response was that'negative verbalizations

typically received no immediate verbal,response from Teachers,

aides, and peers. Tip might suggest/that negative verbaliza-

tions from students were generally,tgnored. However, special

education students were less likely to behave in this manner.

Behavior disordered and LD students were more likely than any

other groups to respond to negative verbalizations with a

negative response, suggesting that BD and LD students are more

likely to respond reciprocally to negative statements.

The summary of frequency and percentage of specific

some interesting findings. The highest

percentage of teacher and aide verbalizations'=were "instruct"

and "quest n" Positive and negative verbalizations were

uent, alt niigh jr*

ighest percentage Ak

ive statements, ."praise

°



Of the student verbalizations, "answer" and "question"

had a high percentage of occurrence as did "instruct" and

"neutral" statements to peers. "Disrupt" statements had a

high percentage of occurrence also, although the percentage

was lower for regular students than for BD and LD students.

Positive statements and negative statements other than

"disrupt" were very infrequent.

.These resut .suggest that verbalizations in the class-

rooM are limited to a verysnarrow band. Verbalizations

tended to be either of a high frequency or low frequency.
1

Certain patterns of interaction tend to be repeated

frequently with little deviation. For'example', one frequent

pattern of interaction was an "instruct" or "question" (from

the teacher to which the student responded with an "answer".

Again, to a large extent, this finding may be the result of

the situation and conditions under which the data were

collected. Data during less academic periods might indAate

more varied interaction patterns and a wider range of

verbalizations.

Implications for Educators

The results have a number pf implications for current

educational practices. In one area, verbal interactions,,

there appears to be many similarities between BD and LD

students in terms of.general classes of verbalization.

Both BD and LD students differ from regular education students

in the emission of negative verbalizations. Likewise, both BD

1 00



. .

and LD'students'have more of a tendency .than.regular students

to reciprdCally respond to negative :verbalizations.- The

'findings .would suggest that because of the similarities
. .

-between BD and LD students,- tdachers in these two areas of

exceptionality need similar training in the types of

L

required to deal with these behaviors. TheSe findings would

surpprt a noncategorical approach to teacher training in

courses such as behavior management.

The findings wotld further suggest that negative

verbalizations should be the focus of,intervention in BD aria

LD classrooms. If BD and LD students are to approximate the

behavior of students in regular classrooms, negative

verbalizations will-need to be decreased.

It appears as though all three types of classrooms

could benefit from increased reliance on positive verbalize-

tions. The infrequent nature of positive verbalizations in

the olassroams investigated in this study suggest that steps

could be taken to make the classrobm climate and atmosphere

"more positive. Moreover', a widely, acceptable and effeCtiv

behavior management tool is being under utilized, as stu

behavior was rarely praised.

It is encouraging to find through both the correlational

and conditional probability data that teachers did not

respond.tegative student responses in a reciEL4 manner`.
-

lir
ApparcrOA nrofessiohal training' has enabl chers to

#4r

avrNi in 'interactional pitfall charNeteristic off` fniik ,pa'rents

a-t peer8. 0Moreover, teachers' abilitlt.to ignore negative



A
verbalizations.deMonstrates the 'Utilization of an accepted

behavior 'management technique (i.e., extinction).

Limitations and Weaknesses

Some findingof the present study should be cautiously

interpreted. Th .resuIis regarding positive verbalizations

are difficult to interpret because of limited data. Although

the data probably accurately reflects the rate of positiVe

verbalizations in the classroom, analysis of reciprocity-of.

positive statements is hindered by the small sample of events.

'Conclusions regarding interactions in the classroom are

also limited by the nature of the data. Nonverbal behaviors,

which contribute a great deal to social interactions, were

not investigated. Likewise, the present data collection

procedures were limited in the analysis of the 'appropriateness,

inappropriateness, and intensity of the .interiactions. For

,
example, at times, some of the neutral verbalizations may have

been inappropriate because of the situation in which these

occurred. The data collection procedures did not make

*lowaes for these situations.

Because the present research was undertaken as a field

study, complete control over certain variables was impossible

to achieve. Although steps word taken to make the -xperJ.mental

settings as siMilar as possible, variables such as size of the

classroom and number of students could not be controlled. The

exact nature of the academic activities" Might have also varied

somewhat. The extent of data collection in math lessons asi
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opposed-to reading lessons is unknown,-and,the effects of

this uncontrolled variable is difficult to discern..

Finally, interpretation of the results shout be

considered in light of the pbserver effect. Observation was

not conducted under blind conditions and,, consequently, both

teachers and students knew they were being observed.

Previous research (Zeigiob et al., 1975) has indicated that

subjects cognizant of being observed tend to present

themselves in the most positive manner. !Applied to the

'present study, this research would suggest that the rate of
1 -

negative Verbalkiations and reciprocity in response to

. negative statements may have been under estimated.

Recommendations for, Future Research

orIn a number of instances, it appeared as through the

setting of the experiment might have ihfluenced the results.

In particular, the setting might have served tO minimize

differences between 'groups in interactions with peers, in

conditional probabilities, and in patterns of interactions.

`Future research might be designed to inliestic e th fflot
4

of the setting. 'A systemat., replication might be conducted'

during less structured classroom activities, such. as free

time or activities outside the classroom.

.Given the high degree of'similarity between the verbal

interactions of BD and LD students, further research might

investigate - similarities and differences in other arc--.

For example, recent research has shown that LD stuunts
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,4 *
display deficits in certain communication skills (Bryan;

_ \
- , / -- . Ak.

Donahue, & Pearl, 1981;4 Bryan, Donahue,' Pearl, & Sturm,, 10.1;

stud
6 Afl

1 Spekman4 1981). Behavior disordered wIts may -also

`exhibit'slmilar communication deficits. Likewise, students'',
'

.

might be comPared on the Rualityof their interactions, their

length of utterances, on the severity of their negative

verbalizations =. It is'possible tha- t'what distinguishes BD

and LD students is not their rate.of nelgati'veinteractions

---\\ --but they and severity of the'negatite verbalizations.

Although negative verbalizations were generally ignored,

they continued a-d a high rate., This finding would suggest

that negative verbalizations are on an intermittent schedule

of reinforcement 111, theteach4, or they are maimptained by
' lir

reinforcers other than tqagbiggiattention- Future research

might focus on variables ntaining high rates of negative

verbalizations and effective intervention techniqueS'for °

reducing the rate of negative verbalizations.

The effects of increasing positive verbalizations by

teachers might also warrant further research. It could be

hypothesized that an increase in positive verbalizations by

teachers might result in an increase in positive student

verbalizations because of the model provided by the teacher,

or possibly as a result of the principles of reciprocity.-

An increase in positive verbalizations, especially praise,

might also influence the rate of negatiVe,verbalizations.

By strategically praiSing appropriate-academic behaViors

such as on task, the rate of disruptive alld complaining.

statements might be reduced.
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Finally, future-research might foeus on'bbth verbal

nonverbal,behavior. Nonverbal behavior plays an important

role in social. nteractions, and has been'found to influence
4

the behavior of others' (Rosenfield, 19674.. It" is likely that

, /

many inappropriate behaviors of BD'and LD students are
A

A .
,

,

nonverbal. 'Investigators could examine the similaties

between BD and LD students' nonverbal behaviors.: The

inclusion of nonverbal behaviors might also give a More
4

accurate reflection of the reciprocalrnature of interactions.

Data on-the conditi;Onal probability of. sp fic positive and

negative nonverbal behaviors could provide ihteresting and

informative results.

-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Department of Special Education

College of Health'Sciences and Hospital
39th and Rainbow Blvd., Kansas City, Kansas 66103

('913) 588-5955

(913) 588-4524
Consent Statement

I am presently involved.in conducting an investigation in the Kansas
City, Karisas Public Schools. The study and procedures have been approved
by both the 'Univerity of Kansas and Kansas City Kansas Public Schools
which support the protection of rights of indiv-iduals participating in
research projects. The following information. is provided to help you
understand the purpose of the present, study. You should be aware that
'even'if you agree to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time.

The study will ivestigate similarities in children's
verbal interactions. The 'procedures will consist of
observing your child in the classroom and recording
the verbal interactions made to and by your child.
Because children behave differently when they know N
they acre bilig observed, we do not plan to inform
your child that s /he is-being observed. ,The procedure
will not interfer with the thild's performance, and .

it will in no way be harmful to the child. It is

hoped that the study will aid in correcting harmful
interaction patterns and will provide information
which might help teachers to deal'With different
types of student interactions. HOI;siever,. no 'Spec:Hid

results have been claimed or promised.

Your participation is solicited, but strictly voluntary. Do not
hesitate to ask any questions about the study. Be assured that your-
name will not be assoCiated in any way with the research findings.
We appreNgate your cooperatiol very much.

Sincerely,

Steven R. Moore
Co-principal Investigator
Department of Special Education

107

Ridhard L. Simpson
Co-principal Investigator
Department of Special_ Education

I hereby give permission for e to take

part in this study.
Parent/Guardian

.411.

( -

. A copy of this consent form is available upon request

120
Main Campus, Lawrence.-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
Department of Special Education

College of Healtia Sciences and Hospital
39th and Rainbow Blvd., Kansas City, Kansas 66103

(913)588-5955
(913) 588-4524 .

Consent Staterient

I am presently involved in conducting an investigation in'the Kansas
City, Kansas Public Schools. The study and procedures have been approved
by both the University of Kansas and Kansas City KansaS Public Schools
which supports the protection of rights of individuals participating in
research'projects. The following information is, provided to help you
understand 'the purpose of the present study. You should be

at
that

even if you agree to participate, "you are free to withdraw at any time.

The study will involve,taking data on behavior in the
classroom.- Because your knowledge of the intent of
his study might bias the results, you will not be
ully informed of the natuje and intent of the study:', -

owever, the experiment will not'be psychologically
o physically harmful or risky to yourself or your
s udents. Although the results of this study will
b made public, your identity and Ite, !Identity of
your students will be kept completely confidential.

Your paPticipation is solicited, -but strictly voluntary. Al though yotT
can not be fully informed gout the study, do not hesitate to ask any
questions about the study. Be assured that your name will not be
associated in any way with the research findings. We appreciate your
cooperation very much:

't.

lUtS

Sincerely,

Steven R. Moore
Co- principal Investigator
Department of Special Education
University of Kansas

Richard L. Simpson
Co-principal jnvestigator
Department of Special Education
University of Kansas

Signature of subject agreeing to .oarticipate

A copy of this Consent form is. available upon request

121
Main Campus, Lawrence

College of Health Sciences and Hospital, Kansas City and Wichita

u.
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DATA. SHEET

ObscArver
T4fget B
Date
Time

(
)

,` a

F

S-student
T-teach9r
P-peer
/-no behavior
ti. - continue
no subscript-no

re'sp'onse

0- neutral
p1-praise
2-assist
3-instruct
4answer
5-questioX,,
6-sympathy

7-disapprove
8-disrupt
9-command
10-complain
11-defensive
d2-:refuse
'13-threaten
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Target Behavior Definitions

Positive Behaviors

Braise - verbal statements =which applaud, commend, .or-
r

reinforce another persons' verbalizations or behavior.

Examples of this behavior include, "thank you", "that's

nice", "I like your picture% "that's right", "correct ",

"good".
.

Assist - verbal statements which help another person without

the person's request for help. Examples include, "Let

me help you", "You dan use mine".

Sympathy - verbal statements which show concern, compassion,

-pity, or empathy for another person. Examples include,

"I'm sorry", "that's too badP, "you look tired".

Neutral Behaviors .

IRstruct - verbal statements which inform or teach another
1%, r

r'

person, e.g., giving directions, explai ning academic

material.

Anser - verbal statements made 'in response to another

i person's question.

Question - verbal statements which inquire, or request help
-

from another person. Examples are the who, what,t,when,

where, and how statements. ,

Neutral - verbal statements which provide information but
11.

are- not answers to a question. Examples include, 'you

have my pencil", "that's mine", "I'm finished", "g od

morning ", "I thought spiders we're insects"

1 .

.125,
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Negative Behaviors

Disapprove - verbal staVments which find fault or criticize-

another person, ";that's bad", "I don't like you",

"you can't do that".

Disrupt - yerbal statements su as yelling, talking out,.and

teasing which interfere with >aait)ther person's performance.

Command/Demand - verbal statements which give an order, dictate

or attempt to control others (e.g., "Do this ", "Go away;

"Give me-that").

Complain - verbal statements which express pain or displeasure

such as whining and grumbling (e.g., "I can't do this",

"This is hard", "I don't feel good", "Johnny won't leave

me alone").

Defensive --verbal statements made to defend oneself. Examples4

include, "I can do thaf", "mineiis better", ?I'm real

smart".

Refuse:- verbal statements which-negate; reject, or show non-

compliance' (e.g., "No"; "I won't do it", "Forget you",

!'Go to hell").

Threatening - verbal'statements'which express intent to hurt,

destroy, punith, or injure.. Examples include, "I'll hit

you", "you better stop", "if you don't do this then ...").

or

12G


